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Welcome 

Thank you for your interest in OnRamp. We at OnRamp Solutions designed the 
OnRamp ERP to meet and exceed your manufacturing resource planning demands. We 
know manufacturing and we believe that we have created an ERP system that is easy to 
learn, easy to use, and powerful enough to help you and your business overcome any 
challenge. 

To help your business successfully adopt OnRamp as quickly as possible, we have 
designed this document to guide you through some of our most commonly used 
features. 

Overview 
This guide was written to help you learn how to use OnRamp. Some of the screens and 
reports may be similar to those found in other ERP systems you have used. This guide 
describes how to: 

• Navigate in OnRamp 

• The OnRamp Workflow 

• Set up OnRamp 

• Understand and use MRP to plan orders 

• Use purchase orders and work orders 

• Ship a part 

Conventions 

The training guide is structured to help you learn the material in class with a qualified 
instructor. Each chapter contains: a list of learning objectives for the chapter, an 
explanation of the chapter concepts, steps on how to perform the chapter actions, an 
exercise to help you learn the material, and, finally, a summary of the chapter. 

This guide uses the following typographical conventions: 

• Bold text - used to highlight important information in text. Used to denote click actions 
in procedures. 

• Italic text - used to label tables and images. Used in notes. 

• Notes - used to denote important notes related to the text. 

• Warnings - used to denote warning messages. Ignored warnings can result in 
permanent negative consequences. 

Customer Feedback 
For questions, comments, or complains related to OnRamp Solutions documentation, 
training, or presentations, please contact us at: info@onramp-solutions.com. 

mailto:info@onramp-solutions.com?subject=I%20have%20something%20to%20say
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Introduction to OnRamp 

This chapter of the guide was written to help you learn how to navigate and use 
OnRamp. Many of the controls will be intuitive to computer users with an intermediate 
skill level.  

Install the OnRamp portal 
Once your OnRamp ERP system is set up, we recommend installing the portal on all 
workstations. 

To install the OnRamp portal: 

1. On your workstation, open a new browser window. 

2. Navigate to portal.onramp-solutions.com. 

3. Click . 

4. Run the downloaded setup.exe file as Administrator. 

Tip: By default, the file will be saved to your workstation in the Downloads 
folder. 

5. In the OnRamp Install Wizard screen, click Next and Accept as required. 

Result 

You have installed the OnRamp portal. You can launch the OnRamp Portal by double-

clicking on the  icon on your desktop. 

http://portal.onramp-solutions.com/
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Sign in 
After getting the OnRamp portal set up on your desktop, you can open OnRamp via a 
Windows desktop, or Start menu, shortcut.  

To launch OnRamp: 

  

1. On your workstation desktop or Start menu, double click . 

2. Select your site environment. 

3. Enter your username and password. 

4. Click Login 

Result 

You have logged in to OnRamp.  
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The OnRamp home screen 

The OnRamp home screen is made up of four sections: 

• the apps bar 

• the menu and search bar 

• the toolbar 

• and the workspace 

The apps bar 

The apps bar consists of six apps: 

 

The menu icon launches the OnRamp menu. By default, the menu is 

pinned  to always be open. 

 

The dashboards icon launches the Dashboards page in the 
workspace. 

 

The user options icon launches the User Options and Preferences 
screen in the workspace. 

 

The data loader icon launches the Data Loader screen in the 
workspace. This is used to load data into OnRamp. 

 

The help icon launches the OnRamp help system, which includes 
tutorials, a forum, our blog, and a location to submit a support ticket. 

 

And finally, the Logout icon safely exits you from OnRamp. 
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The OnRamp menu 

The menu divided up in to three parts: 

• the user tabs 

• the search bar 

• and the explorer window 

The user tabs 

 

The tabs are: 

• The Main tab, containing the work screens and reports under folders and sub-
folders. 

• The Favorites tab, containing a list of your favorite reports and screens.  

• The Tutorials tab, containing a list of PDF tutorial documents to help you learn 
various procedures and concepts related to OnRamp. 

The search bar 

 

The search bar is used to find screens and reports within the menu. The search bar is 
an active smart search, so as you type, the explorer window will display items with a title 
that match what you typed. Once you find the report or screen you are looking for you 
can launch it by double clicking on it. 

To see under which folder and sub folder the item is located in the menu, right click on 
the item and click Find In Menu. 

The Menu 

 

The default OnRamp menu 

The menu works very similarly to 
most other file explorer systems: 

• You can expand and collapse 

items by clicking the  and  
respectively. 

• The screens and reports seen 
within a sub-folder are opened 
by clicking on the item. 
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The toolbar 

The toolbar is at the top of the OnRamp screen.  

 

The toolbar buttons perform the following functions: 

 
The server tabs display what server you are currently 
connected to and can be used to launch or switch to 
another server on a different tab. Right clicking on a server 
allows you to close that server connection or to open the 
server in your default browser. 

 
The calculator button launches your Windows Calculator. 

 
The refresh button refreshes your currently selected screen 
or report. 

 
The zoom button opens the zoom controls, allowing you to 
zoom in or out of the current screen. 

 
The downloads button launches the OnRamp download 
location in Windows Explorer. 

 
The server button opens a new OnRamp server sign in 
window, allowing you to sign into another server. 

 
The expand button expands OnRamp to cover all your 
windows screens. 

 
The windows controls minimize, maximize, or close 
OnRamp. 
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The Workspace 
The workspace is where you action all your screens and reports and it consists of two 
areas: 

 

Example Workspace with User Options and Preferences open 

• The task bar at the top of the workspace lists the title of all your open screens and 

reports. By default, the task bar is pinned  to always be open. In the task bar, you 
can click on a title to go to that screen or report, or you can close that item by moving 
your mouse cursor over the title and clicking . 

 

• The workspace area displays all your open screens and reports. This is where you 
can enter, update, or delete data. 

Favorites 
You can mark any folder, sub-folder, screen, or report in OnRamp as a favorite. This 
allows you to quickly access the folders, screens, and reports you most commonly visit 
quickly and efficiently. 

You can also create your own folders and sub-folders to better organize your favorites 
folder. 
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To add personal folders to your Favorites: 

 

 

Add a Favorites folder screen 

1. In OnRamp, navigate to the Menu. 

2. Select the Favorites tab. 

3. Right click on the Favorites folder. 

4. In the text box, enter the desired name for the new 
folder. 

5. Select Add New Folder. 

Result 

You have added a new personal folder to your Favorites tab. When adding an item to 
your favorites from the Menu, your new folder will be listed as an option. 

Add Items to Favorites 

Add a screen, report, or folder to the Favorites tab to make it easy to find. 

To add an item from the File Explorer to your Favorites: 

 

Example Add To Favorites Folder 
screen 

1. In OnRamp, navigate to the Menu. 

2. Search for, or navigate to, the desired screen, report, 
or folder. 

3. Right click on the item. 

4. Under the Add To Favorites Folder, select the 
desired folder. 

Result 

You have added the selected item to your Favorites tab.  

Notes 

• Marking a folder as favorite adds all the sub-folders, screens, and reports within that 
folder to your Favorites tab.  

• If you mark a folder as a favorite, you cannot remove screens or reports that are 
within that folder from the Favorites tab. 
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Navigating screens 
Use screens to add, update, and view data in OnRamp. Screens are made up of the 
following sections and elements: 

• Frames - OnRamp screens are composed of frames. Some screens have one frame, 
most have two, a few have three. When a screen has more than one frame, the first 
frame, the header frame, is the frame that includes the record number and description 
and the sub-frames, the detail frames, include detailed information related to the 
record. The screen task bar, detailed below, actions the currently active frame. 

The currently active frame will feature a white background while the inactive frame 
has a light blue background. 

Frame example 

On Sales Orders by Customer Ship To [S1085], the header frame lists the Ship To 
customer and a grid displaying all the Sales Orders created for the customer. Under 
that, the Sales Order Detail frame displays the detailed information for the record 
selected in the grid above. 

The currently active frame is the header frame. Clicking Add would add a new Sales 
Order record.  

Selecting the detail frame and clicking Add would add a line item to the sales order. 
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• Drop-down menus - Click the drop-down arrow to open a list of selectable records. 
Click on the desired record in the drop-down menu to select it. 

• Fields - View, edit, or add information regarding the record.  

• Tabs - Where available, select the different tabs to enter more information relating to 
the record. 

Please note the following functionality for OnRamp screens: 

• Click on a field and press F1 on your keyboard to view the field ID. 

• White fields cannot be edited. 

• Search fields feature active smart search. As you type, the explorer window will 
display items with a title that match what you typed. 

• When adding or updating field data, do not use special characters such as: space, 
comma, period, semi-colon, asterisk (*), at (@), or slash (/). The underscore 
character (_) is acceptable. 

• An underlined field name indicates a shortcut. To view or update the field, double-
click on the field to open the respective screen. 

• Accessing a field containing a file name will open the file picker screen.  

• Click the date picker  to update fields used to store the date. 

• Screens can have multiple sections, or frames. For example, Customer Master 
[S1092] contains two frames titled Customer Master and Contacts.  

• The active frame has a white background and the inactive frame has a light blue 
background. Inactive frames cannot be edited until they are selected. Click 
anywhere within the frame to select it. 

• The upper frame displays overview details related to the information displayed in 
the lower frame. 

The screen task bar 

The screen task bar is displayed at the bottom of all OnRamp screens.  

 

The task bar has a search box and buttons to Browse, Edit, Add, Copy, Delete, and 
Print the screen. The toolbar also has OK, Cancel, and Exit buttons. 

The task bar allows you to access the four action modes in OnRamp: Browse, Edit, Add, 
and Delete. To enter a different mode, click the appropriate button: 

• Browse mode - allows you to view data but you cannot make changes:  

• Browse mode is the default mode when launching a screen. 

• Certain buttons can only be selected while in Browse mode.  

• In Browse mode, selectable fields have a light green background. 
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• Edit mode - allows you to edit data:  

• Select the desired frame and record, then click Edit.  

• In Edit mode, editable fields have a light green background.  

• Fields that have been edited, but not saved, have a light blue background.  

• Fields with invalid data have a red background.  

• Click OK to save or Cancel to discard any changes. 

• Add mode - allows you to add new records: 

• Select the desired frame before clicking Add.  

• In Add mode, required fields have a red background and light green fields are 
optional.  

• Fields that are populated with a default value, but not saved, have a light blue 
background.  

• Click OK to save or Cancel to discard any changes. 

• Delete mode - allows you to delete records: 

•  Select the desired frame and record, then click Delete.  

• Click OK to save or Cancel to discard any changes. 

The task bar works on the active frame. If certain modes are unavailable to that frame, 
the buttons will be unavailable. You can see what modes are available by the color of 
the buttons: 

• Dark blue is the currently active mode  

• Medium blue is available for selection  

• Light blue is unavailable for selection  

Screen controls 

The following items add functionality and usability in OnRamp screens. 
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F1 Key  

Within any screen, you can press F1 with the cursor active in any field or drop-down 
menu and OnRamp will display the field information on the About This Field pop-up 
screen. On About This Field are 4 tabs: About, More, System, and Documentation.  

 

Example About This Field screen that displays after pressing F1 on the Part Number field 

Drop-down menu  
Drop-down menus in OnRamp are sortable, filterable, tables that are used to select 

previously entered records and support the following functionality: 

• Click the drop-down menu icon to open the record list.  

• On certain menus, click the Add New icon ( ) to create a new record. 

• The drop-down menu can be one or two columns.  

• The fields have an active smart search. As you type, the record list will display items 
that match what you typed. Once you find the record you are looking for, you can 
select it by clicking on it. 

• In menus with multiple columns, both columns can be searched and sorted. 

• To sort a different column, select it. 

• Click the column header to change the record list sort order. 

• Right-click on the column header to filter that column or to export to Excel. 
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Date picker  
Use the date picker to select a date for date-only fields.  The date picker supports the 
following functionality:  

• Click the date picker icon to open the calendar table. 

• If the field has a date set, clicking the date picker will open the calendar to the set 
month/ year with the day highlighted. 

• If the field has a blank date, clicking the date picker will open the calendar to the 
current month/ year with the current day (today) highlighted. 

• Click on a day to select that date. 

• Click the: 

• Back arrow  to go back one month 

• Forward arrow  to go forward one month 

• Home  to go to the current month in the current year 

• Drop-down menus  to select a month or year for a list 

 

Example of the date picker app 

Screen shortcuts  

In OnRamp, some screens contain underlined fields. These are screen shortcuts. 
Double clicking within the field opens a relevant screen where you can update records 
related to the field. 

Logic fields 
Logic fields are fields that can only contain two values: Yes or No, True or False, etc. 
While in Edit or Add mode, clicking these fields will toggle the value between the two 
possible selections. 
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Grid  

A grid is a table within a frame made up of rows and columns and a sortable header row: 

• Click the column header to change the record list sort order. 

• Each row is a separate record.  

• Right-click on the column header to filter that column or to export to Excel. 

• Tabs and fields listed below the grid are associated to the currently selected grid 
record. 

• Use the search button  to filter the grid records 

Note: Some grids are filtered to only show active records. To remove the default 
filter, right-click on the column header and select <ALL>.  

Tool tips 
Tool tips are pop-up text boxes that appear if you hover over some executable buttons to 
explain what clicking the button will do.  

Tree view 
A tree view structure organizes the data on a screen into folders and sub-folder to 
display parent-child relationships. For example, the OnRamp Menu is organized in a tree 
view structure.  

You can expand and collapse items by clicking the  and  respectively. 
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File picker  

In some fields, you will find the file picker icon , which opens the file picker screen 
where you can add, replace, rename, move, or delete a file attached to a record.  

Managing files associated to an item 

To add, replace, rename, move, or delete a file attached to an item: 

 

 

Example of the file picker 

options sidebar 

1. Navigate to the desired screen and item.  

2. To modify the file attached to an existing item, click Edit. 

3. Click . The File Picker screen will appear. 

4. Select the desired File Picker Mode: New, Replace, Move / 
Rename, or Delete. 

5. Select the directory. 

6. Under Choose File, select the location and the file. 

7. Under Save As, enter the name. 

8. If desired, select Delete Source File. This means the file will 
not be stored in this window.  

9. Click OK. 

Result 

You have updated the files related to that item.  

Notes 

• Select From Scanner to add a file from a scanner. Clicking From Scanner will bring 
up the Select Source window, allowing you to select which scanner to use. 

• Files that can be edited before uploading will display the Enter Edit Mode button. 
You can: 

• Change the orientation (Portrait or Landscape). 

• Change the size (Small, Medium, or Large). Click Resize the Above to apply the 
changes. 

• Adjust the brightness.  

• Click Save Change to Picture to save.  
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Navigating Reports 
Use reports to review data in OnRamp. The report data is pulled from your database. 
Errors, omissions, or incorrect data will lead to inaccurate reporting. 

Reports can be found on your OnRamp menu, or your favorites. Reports can be 
differentiated from screens by the icon and the number: 

• Reports have an Adobe PDF icon  

• Report numbers start with R instead of S 

 

On the report action bar, the drop-down menu allows you to select a Normal or 
PDF output. By default, reports are generated in PDF format, which allows you to use 
the on-screen controls to print, download, or bookmark the file. To generate the report in 
Normal mode, which is a full screen mode in OnRamp: 

1. Click on the drop-down menu. 

2. Select Normal. 

3. Click Generate. 

Notes 

• You can use the on-screen controls to print, download, or bookmark the file. 

• Reports can be modified with Adobe Acrobat and other tools. 

Generating a report 

 

Example of the report criteria 

and filters sidebar  

1. In OnRamp, navigate to the Menu. 

2. Search for, or navigate to, the 
desired report. 

3. Double-click on the report. 

4. Click Set Criteria. 

5. Set the desired criteria and filters. 

6. Click Generate. 

Result 

You have generated a report according to the selected criteria.  

https://acrobat.adobe.com/ca/en/acrobat.html
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Print or Save Reports 

Save or print your OnRamp reports to keep as a reference. 

To action the report (save, export, print, or email): 

1. In the generated OnRamp report, select the desired button on the task bar: 

 

2. Follow the prompts. 

Result 

You have saved, exported, emailed, or printed the report, based on your input. 

User Options and Preferences 
On the User Options and Preferences screen, you can set up your: 

• Information  

• Preferences 

• Device functions 

• Reports 

• Dashboards 

• Gadgets 

Accessing the User Options 

Access the User Options and Preferences screen to manage your personal 
information and preferences. 

To access the User Options and Preferences screen: 

1. Sign into OnRamp. 

2. Click  
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Modifying user information and preferences 

 

User Info and Preferences screen 

To modify your user information and preferences:  

1. Navigate to the User Options and Preferences [S2065] screen. 

2. Click Edit. 

3. Update the desired fields. 

4. Click OK. 

Result 

You have updated your information and preferences.  

Notes 

• Once your employee ID record has been added into OnRamp, use the Employee ID 
field to sync your user ID to the employee ID.  

• Syncing your user ID helps you avoid having to select the employee record when 
entering data on certain screens, like Work Order Reporting by Work Center 
[S2517]. 
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Manage Dashboards 

 You can set up OnRamp dashboards to view data relevant to your operation. 

To add a dashboard group: 

1. Navigate to the User Options and Preferences [S2065] screen. 

2. Click My Dashboards. 

3. Click Add.  

4. Enter the sort, name, description, and cycle time. 

5. Click OK. 

To add a dashboard to a dashboard group: 

1. Navigate to the User Options and Preferences [S2065] screen. 

2. Click My Dashboards. 

3. Select the desired dashboard group. 

4. Click Available Dashboards. 

Note: You can filter the list of dashboards by category, template, or you can 
search for a specific dashboard. 

5. On the desired dashboard, click Add. 

Result 

You have added a dashboard to your dashboard group. 

Notes 

• Due to customizations, you may have multiple versions of the same Dashboard. 

What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• sign into OnRamp 

• navigate the menu and home screen 

• open screens and reports 

• use the favorites folder 

• modify your user options 

Practice exercises on page 126. 
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OnRamp Workflows 

Like most programs, there is an order to using OnRamp that will decrease possible 
errors and the amount of time it takes to complete the setup. This is referred to as the 
workflow. Because of the all-encompassing nature to an ERP, OnRamp has three main 
workflows: 

• the setup workflow is the order in which you should input your data 

• the production workflow is the order in which you should process your data 

• the financial workflow is the order in which you should process your financial data 

Setup Workflow 

 

For the setup workflow, the goal is to add data in a way that you don't have to return to 
previous screens to input missing field data.  

Setup Workflow Example 

When adding a customer, you may want to input their financing data. To do this, you 
must have added financial information first. By following the workflow, when you get 
to the customer financing tab, the correct values will be available for your selection.  
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Like most data systems, the more information you enter, the more complete your reports 
and dashboards will be. So be sure to try and fill out every used field on the respective 
screens: 

1. Add Employees 

2. Add Financial Information 

3. Add Customers 

4. Add Vendors 

5. Add Work Centers 

6. Add Parts 

Add Employees 

The first thing to add once OnRamp is installed and ready to use is your employees, 
payroll, and employee schedules. 

Add Financial Information 

Add the financial information, such as GL Accounts. 

Add Customers 

Add your customers along with any customer contacts. 

Add Vendors 

Set up your vendors, any vendor contacts, and vendor parts. 

Add Work Centers 

Next, set up your work centers in OnRamp. 

Add Parts 

Now, you can set up parts. Manufactured parts require a BOM and Routing Detail, while 

purchased parts require a vendor and a vendor part record. 

Once your setup is complete, you will be ready to start using OnRamp in your day-to-day 
operations by following the Production Workflow.  

Note: There are other items, such as Pricing, Quoting, Inspection Steps, Local 
Codes, Maintenance, Gages, and Inventory Locations, that will require your 
attention. However, the above six areas are the minimum required to set up so 
that you can start enjoying the benefits from implementing the OnRamp ERP. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Setup/c_HR_Setup.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/General/Time_Attendance/c_Time_Attendance.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Financial/Setup/c_Finance_Setup.htm
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Production Workflow 

 

For the production workflow, the goal is to action the production items in the order in 
which work flows correctly through your company.  

Production Workflow Example 

Before you build a part, you would receive a sales order from your client. Then, you 
run MRP to suggest work and purchase orders.  

These are reviewed and released by your planner to the shop floor and vendors, 
which receive the orders. The orders are then processed, and the part built and 
shipped to your customer. 

To ensure that your production flow runs smooth, please review the following steps: 

1. Create Sales Order 

2. Run MRP  

3. Review Suggested Work/ Purchase Order 

4. Release Work/ Purchase Order 

5. Receive Work/ Purchase Order 

6. Ship Inventory 

Create Sales Order  

Once your setup is complete, you are ready to enter your sales orders on the Sales 
Orders by Customer Ship To [S1085] screen. 

Run MRP  

With your sales orders entered, run MRP to have OnRamp suggest purchase and work 
orders on the Review MRP Schedule by Part [S1214] screen. 
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Review Suggested Work/ Purchase Order  

Once the MRP is finished, use Review MRP Schedule by Part [S1214] to view what 
parts are due for release and when. 

Release Work/ Purchase Order  

Release the purchase/ work orders. Work Orders go to the shop floor while purchase 
orders are sent to vendors. 

Receive Work/ Purchase Order  

Receive and inspect the work order and purchase orders that were released. 

Note: Both work orders and purchase orders should be inspected for defects, with 
WO defects reworked or scrapped in-house and PO defects processed with the 
vendor. 

Ship Inventory  

Once the customer order is ready, ship the inventory. 

With your inventory shipped, it will be time to run through the process of sending 
invoices, receiving cash or cheques, and depositing said received items into your bank 
accounts.  

Accounts Payable Workflow 

 

With your purchase orders and vendor invoices received, you can begin processing your 
vendor payments: 

1. Receive vendor invoices 

2. Vouch, or verify, vendor invoices and assign the received purchase order 
materials to the voucher 

3. Submit and approve the voucher 

4. Apply the payment to the voucher 

5. Approve the payment and pay the vendor 

Note: Based on your role, you may be able to bypass certain approvals. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Quality/Returns/c_NCR.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Quality/Returns/c_MDR.htm
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Receiving Invoices 

You receive vendor invoices in a variety of ways, such as by email, fax, and mail. Scan 
and/ or save these invoices into OnRamp to keep their record. 

Vouching Invoices 

Verify that the items on the invoice correspond to received purchase orders and assign 
the various receivables to the vouchers, as required. Once complete, finalize the 
voucher and submit it for approval. 

Approve Voucher 

Having entered the invoice as a voucher into OnRamp, submit it for approval on 
Vouchers on Hold [S1600]. Vouchers will then be approved and sent for payment on 
Approve Vouchers on Hold [S1601]. 

Apply Payment 

If you have not set up automatic payments for your vendors, manually process the 
payment of the invoice.  

Approve Payment 

All processes must be approved on Approve for Payment [S1549]. 

Accounts Receivable Workflow 

 

With your customer orders fulfilled and shipped, the next step in the process is: 

1. Sending invoices to customers 

2. Sending statements to customers 

3. Receiving and applying cash receipts to invoices 

4. Depositing the cash into the bank 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Financial/Accounts/p_Select_for_Payment.htm
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Sending Invoices 

When finalizing a shipment on Customer Shipments [S2648], the customer invoice for 
that shipment is automatically created. You can send that invoice to the customer on the 
Customer Shipments [S2648] screen by pressing the respective E-mail button, or you 
can select it and send it on the Customer Account Activity [S1278] screen. 

You can also create and send a memo invoice on Memo Invoice [S1277], if required. 

Sending Statements 

Check what outstanding invoices a customer has and generate and send a statement to 
the customer from the Customer Account Activity [S1278] screen. Alternately, you can 
use the Customer Statement [R1211] report to create an Excel report detailing the 
outstanding customer invoices and email that to the customer as an attachment. 

Note: A customer contact must be set up to receive direct email statements on the 
Customer Contacts [S1255] screen. 

Receiving Cash Receipts 

After receiving the payment from the customer, create the cash receipt on Customer 
Receipt Maintenance [S1056] and apply it against the intended invoices. 

You can also apply the payment against non-A/R receipts and apply previously received 
unapplied payments against other outstanding invoices. 

Depositing 

Create a record of the payment deposit on Bank Deposit Form [S1585]. 

What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 

ready to: 

• understand the setup workflow 

• understand the production workflow 

• understand the financial workflow 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Financial/Accounts/p_Manage_Memo_Invoices.htm
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Setup in OnRamp 

This chapter of the guide was written to help you learn how to add the setup components 
for the OnRamp workflow. Most concepts will be familiar to manufacturing professionals, 
including work centers, parts, bill of materials, and vendor parts. 

Employees in OnRamp 
Employee data is used by all departments in an organization for multiple functions. 
Because of this, it is important for the Human Resources department to maintain an up-
to-date record of employee information. 

Employee Setup Workflow 

 

For the employee setup workflow, the goal is to add data in a way that you don't have to 
return to previous screens to input missing field data. 

Note that there are other items that will require your attention. However, the above five 
areas are the minimum required to set up before adding employees: 

1. EEO Codes are populated by entries added on EEO Codes [S1197]. These are 
only required in the USA. 

2. Department is populated by entries added on Department Master [1206]. 

3. Job Title is populated by entries added on Job Codes [S1190].  

4. Source is populated by entries added on Local Codes [S1502] with a Code Group 
of HR_SOURCE. 

5. Plant is populated by entries added on Local Codes [S1502] with a Code Group of 
EMP_Plant. 

6. Evacuation Code is populated by entries added on Local Codes [S1502] with a 
Code Group of EVAC_CODE. 

7. Assigned Cost Center is populated by entries added on Cost Center 
Maintenance [S2001]. 

8. Assigned DCP Group is populated by the DCP Group attached to the employee 
assigned cost center. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Setup/r_EEO_Code_Description.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Setup/p_Manage_Departments.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Setup/p_Manage_Job_Codes.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Engineering/Product/p_Manage_Commodity_Codes.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Financial/Setup/p_Manage_Cost_Centers.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Financial/Setup/p_Manage_Cost_Centers.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Production/Planning/p_Manage_DCP_Groups.htm
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Other Employee Setup Items 

Once your employees are set up, you can further complete their HR profile by adding the 
following: 

1. Dependents - To add dependents, which may affect benefits, enter them on 
Dependents [S1183]. 

2. Benefits - You can add the benefits available to your employees on Benefits 
[S1182]. 

3. Property Issued - If you assign company property to employees, such as cell 
phones or laptops, enter them on Property Issued to Employee [S1184]. 

4. Training - Employee training information should be added on Training & Skills. 

  

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Employee/p_Manage_Dependents.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Employee/p_Manage_Benefits.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Employee/p_Manage_Employee_Issued_Property.htm
file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Human_Resources/Setup/p_Manage_Training.htm
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Adding employees 

 

Employee Master screen 

To add an employee: 

1. Navigate to the Employee Master [S1722] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the 
employee. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created an employee record. 

Notes 

• You can take pictures of employees with OnRamp's Android App. 

• If you have it set up in OnRamp, you can make the employee's birthday announced 
to the company on the OnRamp monitor by toggling the Announce field to Yes. 

• Use the Termination Date, Termination Type and Termination Reason fields 
for employees that are exiting the company. 

• Use the COBRA fields for employees that qualify. 
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Customer Record Management in OnRamp 
OnRamp gives you the ability to track all your customer contacts, products, financial 
information, and shipping locations in one database. You can also: 

• Print labels, invoices, and receipts 

• Send out mass emails, including your company holiday card 

• Apply Incoterms to your international customers 

Customer Setup Workflow 

 

Before setting up customers, ensure that your employees and financial data has been 
set up. Each of the Customer Master tabs will require data to be entered on a screen.  

Other Customer Info 

There is also other customer information that is not entered on the customer master, 
such as persons you are in contact with at the customer, or the products produced by 
said customer. This other information is entered in multiple screens, all found under the 
Sales > Customer folder. Important screens include: 

• Customer Contacts [S1255] - used to enter customer staff information. 

• Customer Products [S1544] - used to enter customer product information. 

• Customer Contract Master [S2565] - used to enter customer contract information. 

Customer Reports 

Use the following reports to review customer information: 

• Customer Information [R4912] - displayed detailed customer information 

• Customer Address Detail [R5041] - displays customer address details 
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Adding a customer 

 

Customer Master screen 

To add a customer: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Master [S1092] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the part. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a customer. 

Notes 

• Customer contacts visible in the bottom frame of Customer Master are entered in 
the Customer Contacts [S1255] screen. Click Manage Customer Contacts to 
launch that screen with the current customer selected.  

• Once the record is saved, the Invoice To, Ship To, and Transaction Type fields are 
automatically populated with customer default details.  

• The Currency field cannot be updated once the record is saved. 

• To have Incoterms appear on customs invoices for customers that have an Invoice 
To value set, you must update the Incoterms value on the customer specified on the 
Invoice To field. 

• For more information on the EDI Exception tab, see EDI and Customer Demand. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Sales/Customer/p_Manage_Customers.htm#top
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Add customer contacts 

Use the Customer Contacts [S1255] screen to add, edit, copy, or delete customer 
contact information. 

To add a contact: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Contacts [S1255] screen. 

2. On the Customer menu, select the desired customer. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a contact. 

Notes 

• All customer contacts must be associated with a customer. 

• If you accessed Customer Contacts by pressing the Manage Customer Contacts 
button on the Customer Master screen, the Customer record displayed will be the 
customer you were viewing on Customer Master. 

• Use the Email Options section to set a contact to automatically be included when the 
selected types of document are sent.  

• To set all Email Options to a value of None, To, CC, or BCC, select the desired 
value in Set All to and click Set. 
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Vendors in OnRamp 
Vendors are defined as any person, or company, that you purchase from. This can be 
any supplier you contact for purchases, such as the companies that supply raw material 
for your production line, the manufacturers of the tools and machines you use, or the 
store where you purchase office supplies. 

Vendor reports and screens can all be found in sub-folders located within the 
Production > Purchasing folder along with purchasing screens. Relevant vendor-
specific setup screens can be found by following the click path, or searching for the 
screen name or screen number: 

• Under Vendor > Vendor Data important screens include: 

• Vendor Master [S1094] - used to enter and update the list of vendors.  

• Vendor Contacts [S1257] - used to enter and update the list of vendor staff.  

• Vendor Capabilities [S1270] - used to enter and update the production 
capabilities of the vendors. 

• Vendor Contract Master [S2218] - used to enter and update the contracts your 
company has with the vendors. 

• Under Production Purchasing > Vendor Part Master & Surcharges important 
screens include: 

• Vendor Part Master [S1148] - used to enter and update the parts supplied by 
the vendors.  

• Under Production Purchasing > Vendor PPAPS important screens include: 

• Vendor PPAPS [S1820]- used to enter and update the vendor PPAP. 

• Under Production > Shipping > Shipping Preparation important screens include: 

• Vendor Shipping Labels [S2285]- used to enter and update the vendor 
shipping labels. 

You can also add extended comments or notes regarding vendors on Vendor Notes 
[S1593]. 

Vendor Release Scheduling 

Schedule your vendor purchases and deliveries with a vendor release. The vendor 
release documents are sent to the vendor at a set frequency, for example: weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, etc., to make a purchase order for raw materials or parts supplied to 
you by that vendor.  

OnRamp allows you to set up automated release profiles, which are applied to any 
vendor, along with different screens and reports to review the vendor's release pattern 
and the average time between the purchase order and the delivery, or transit days, to 
help you keep ahead of inventory shortages. All these values are assigned to the vendor 
on the Vendor Master [S1094] > EDI/ Vendor Schedules tab. 
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Vendor Release Scheduling screens are found under the Production > Purchasing > 
Production Purchasing > Vendor Schedules: 

• Automated Vendor Release Profile [S2080] - use this screen to create, edit, or 
delete, vendor Auto Schedule Profile Codes. This profile specifies on which days of 
the week the vendor release schedule will automatically be sent to the vendor.  

• Vendor Release Patterns [S2215] - use this screen to create, edit, or delete, vendor 
Schedule Patterns.  

• Vendor Release Transit Days [S2216] - use this screen to create, edit, or delete, 
the vendor Default Transit Pattern. This is the number of days that it will take for 
vendor items to leave their location and arrive at your receiving dock.  

• Issue Vendor Schedule Release [S1254] - use this screen to manually issue a 
vendor release for vendors with a Vendor Release Profile Code that has the Auto-
Finalize flag set to No. 

Vendor Contacts 

Once the vendor is set up, you can associate vendor contacts to the vendor, that is staff 
that work for, or represent, the vendor. This is done on the Vendor Contacts [S1257] 
screen. 

Vendor Parts 

Before creating a purchase order, but after adding the vendor, you must create a record 
with the information of what part you will purchase from the vendor. This is a vendor part 
and you can add this record on the Vendor Part Master [S1148] screen. 
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Adding vendors 

 

Vendor Master screen 

To add a vendor: 

1. Navigate to the Vendor Master [S1094] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the 
vendor. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a vendor. 

Notes 

• Type indicates whether the vendor location is for Shipping (S), Invoice (I), or Both 
(B). 

• On the MDR tab, set up OnRamp to automatically email Open MDR's to the vendor. 

• To set up an Automated Vendor Release Profile, use the Automated Vendor 
Release Profile [S2080] screen. 

• The Performance tab displays various aspects of the vendor's performance in your 
past transactions. On the Performance tab, Price Performance, Delivery 
Performance, Overall Performance, and Quality Measure are automatically 
updated. 

• You can add the international banking SWIFT code for the vendor on the Finance 
tab.  
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Adding vendor contacts 

 

Vendor Contacts screen 

To add vendor contacts: 

1. Navigate to the Vendor Contacts [S1257] screen. 

2. Select the Vendor. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a vendor contact. 

Notes 

• All vendor contacts must be associated with a vendor. 

• Use the Email Options section to set a contact to automatically be included when the 
selected types of document are sent.  

• To set all Email Options to a value of None, To, CC, or BCC, select the desired 
value in Set All to and click Set. 
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Plant Location System 
A Plant Location System is a logical and consistent system that is implemented to easily 
indicate where your work centers, machines, racks, inventory, fixtures, and other shop 
components are located in your shop floor, or plants. 

A consistent system is one that can be applied as a standard across multiple locations. 

A plant location system should be designed to: 

• Improve communication – Easy to understand and convenient way of indicating 
where everything can be found. 

• Improve efficiency – Save time storing things and finding them. 

• Improve standardization – Provide a structured and logical way to identify storage 
and pick locations. 

• Support 5S – The Japanese organization method, translated as "sort", "set in order", 
"shine", "standardize" and "sustain". 

Most plant location systems follow a grid type setup, where the x axis of the grid is 
alphabetic (A, B, C, ...) and the y axis is numeric (1, 2, 3, ...). With the grid laid on top of 
the map, you can find any general location based on their alphanumeric coordinates, for 
example F3. 

In the following example map of North America, you can see the grid at work: 
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North America Map Example 

In this image, a grid has been laid over a 
map of North America. 

 
Based on this grid, instead of telling 
someone to look for a city in Manitoba, you 
can let them know to look at location E6 of 
the map to find the general location 

 

With a more detailed map of that area, you 
could again specify the grid location of H14 
to find the city of Winnipeg. 

 

 
 

This grid system can be applied to everything down to a shelf, or a drawer. 
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Shop Floor Grid System 

This grid location system can also be applied to shop 
floors or plants, with your locations indicated with a 
“horizontal/vertical” numerical format. For example, the 
plant location 5303 would mean:  

• Horizontal axis 53 

• Vertical axis 03 
 

A grid system makes locating anything quick and easy, such as: 

• Work centers 

• Machines 

• Equipment 

• Racks 

• Positions within Racks 

Location System Guidelines 

By applying the grid system to your shop, you can make it easier to coordinate your 
material locations, decreasing hours spend searching for something.  

To ensure the grid system is easy to use and easy to understand, there are a few things 
you can do to help avoid user confusion, such as: 

• Make sure to place visible layout-markers that can be seen from anywhere on the 
shop floor.  

• Place the grid numbers between the beams, not on them.  

• Use the same grid numbering on all plant maps.  

• Create a guide that you can use to help your employees learn the plant location 
system. The guide should be implemented and maintained at all locations along with 
a best practices section. 

• Number shelving racks like an apartment building with the bottom/ left shelf as 101, 
the shelf to the right as 102, the second shelf as 201, etc. 
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Using the Grid System Example 

We have to retrieve something from a shelf on a rack. The shelves are numbered 
from the bottom up and left to right. 

The rack number is defined by the following value 5103A-304. This means: 

• Number grid location – 5103  

• Rack location – A 

• Shelf height – 3rd from the bottom 

• Shelf location – 4th from the left 

With this information, we can quickly find the desired shelf and product: 

 

Grid System in OnRamp 

If you have applied the grid system to your shop floor, you can use Inventory Location 
Master to create and manage your grid locations. These locations can then be assigned 
to everything from work centers and equipment to scrap and parts. 

When you print stock tags, the location is automatically printed to ensure that your staff 
knows where to place and where to find the item. 

Also, when receiving purchase orders, the desired primary location for the order is 
printed on the receipt. 

Finally, your shop work orders will reference the "Deliver to" location, ensuring that 
manufactured parts are stored in the correct location while awaiting shipping. 
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Important Considerations 

In your shop, be sure to take the following into consideration when implementing a plant 
location system: 

• Be consistent with grid and part location numbering. It must always be in line with the 
Location System Guidelines and applied the same way everywhere in the plant. 

• Always label the area between the beams/ uprights. This avoids confusion when 
applying the grid locations. 

• Do not split the grid once the location system is finalized. This can lead to confusion. 

• Use clear visible labelling on shelves in the right format. The labels must be big 
enough to be easily seen and kept in good condition. 

Inventory in OnRamp 
OnRamp tracks all changes to your inventory based on information set on the Part 

Master screen. Here, on the Inventory tab, you can set: 

• The inventory grid location 

• The unit of measure 

• The backflush rules 

By counting the number of parts acquired via order entry, OnRamp can tell you how 
much inventory you have, where it is, and how many you may need. 

Inventory Workflow 

The following steps should be taken to track product location in inventory. 

 

Special Inventory Transactions 

To ensure accuracy, certain inventory transactions can be performed to adjust location 
quantities.  
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Use the screens under the following folder Production > Inventory > Inventory Review 
to review current inventory: 

•  Inventory by Part [S1535] - used to review the quantity of inventory available.  

• Inventory Transactions by Part [S1109] - used to review the inventory transactions 
for a part. 

Use the screens under the following folder Production > Inventory > Inventory 
Applications to adjust current inventory: 

• Inventory Location Master [S1107] - used to setup inventory locations. 

• Inventory Move [S1155] - used to move inventory to a different location. 

• Inventory Adjustment [S1619] - used to add or remove inventory from a specific lot. 

• Unplanned Receipt [S1614] - used to add inventory to a new lot. 

• Unplanned Issue [S1613] - used to remove inventory from a lot. 

Adding inventory locations 

 

Inventory Location Master screen 

To add inventory locations: 

1. Navigate to the Inventory Location Master [S1107] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the 
inventory location. 

5. Click OK. 

Notes 

• You can take pictures of inventory locations with OnRamp's Android App. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Production/Inventory/p_Manage_Inv_Location.htm#top
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Work Centers 
A work center is a location where a production activity is performed on a part. 
Resources, such as operators and machines, are linked to a work center and used as a 
functional planning unit. 

Work centers have associated costs, so part routing cannot be set up without first setting 
up a work center. 

Some examples of work centers: 

• Single machine, single operator 

• A production department 

• An inspection area 

• An assembly area 

• Shipping and receiving area 

• Any designated production area 

These screens are used primarily by engineering managers, or anyone with engineering 
permissions. 

The Work Center Master screen, where work centers are set up in the system, can be 
accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Engineering > Engineering Production > 
Work Centers, 

• Or by searching for Work Center or S1019. 

Work Center Department 

A work center department is an area within the plant where a production activity takes 
place. Defining a work center department allows you to group work centers together for 
quicker reporting and management. 

Work Center Groups 

Work center groups provide planning and scheduling teams greater management over 
resources. For example, one operator might be responsible for two or three machines, or 
you may have a group of welders and welding cells.  

By grouping these resources together, you can more efficiently calculate costs and plan 
your resources. 
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Work Center Setup Workflow 

Before setting up a work center, enter data on the following screens: 

 

Workflow of the data to add before adding a work center 

All engineering data may require data from the following screens: 

• Local Codes [S1502] - Used for various fields throughout OnRamp. 

• Employee Master [S1722] - Used for sales, planning, labor, and other fields. 

• Customer Master [S1092] - Used for sales related information. 

• Vendor Master [S1094] - Used for sub-contract, shipping, purchasing, and 
other fields. 
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Adding a work center 

 

Work Center screen 

To add work centers: 

1. Navigate to the Work Center Master [S1019] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the work 
center. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a work center. 
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Parts  
A Part in OnRamp is any unit, raw material, assembly, or sub-component required to 
manufacture an end product. 

OnRamp ERP allows you to add purchased parts, vendor parts, and manufactured 
parts.  

The Part Master screen, where all parts are inputted, can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Engineering > Product > Parts, 

• Or by searching for Part Master or S1009. 

• Several control measures can be put in place to prevent a break in the flow of 
production due to the unavailability of parts. One of these measures is to have a 
substitute for a part. You can define alternate parts to an existing part on the Parts 
for Substitution [S1011] screen. 

Manufactured and Purchased Parts 

In OnRamp, both manufactured and purchased parts are added on the Part Master 
screen but require added details: 

 

Part Setup Workflow 

Before setting up a part, enter data on the following screens: 

 

Workflow of the data to add before adding a part 
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Before setting up parts, ensure that your financial data has been set up. Each of the Part 
Master tabs will require data to be entered on a screen.  

All engineering data may require data from the following screens: 

• Local Codes [S1502] - Used for various fields throughout OnRamp. 

• Employee Master [S1722] - Used for sales, planning, labor, and other fields. 

• Customer Master [S1092] - Used for sales related information. 

• Vendor Master [S1094] - Used for sub-contract, shipping, purchasing, and other 
fields. 

Requesting Extra Parts from Production 

To rework parts or generate samples for prototype testing, use the Release Manual 
Work Orders [S1264], or other work order screens, to create a work order and request 
parts with a Reason of Extra Usage.  

You can then use the Extra Usage [S1859] and Issue Extra Usage [S1860] screens to 
update, review, and track your extra usage work orders.  

Finally, use the Extra Usage [R3072] report to print and review the parts that are due to 
be produced for extra usage. 

Adding parts 

 

Part Master screen 
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To add a part: 

1. Navigate to the Part Master [S1009] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the part. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a part record. 

Notes 

• To action a previously created item, select the item and click the desired mode: Edit, 
Copy, or Delete. 

• You can take pictures of parts with OnRamp's Android App. 

• To archive items that are no longer in use: 

• In the Archive field, select D  

• In the Status field, select Inactive 

• Based on the value entered on the Purch/Mfg Code field, the following screens 
require input: 

• Manufactured parts (M) require a bill or material, or BOM, and routing details 

• Purchased parts (P) require a vendor and a vendor part record 

• To have the values on the Costing tab automatically calculated, click the Run Cost 
Roll Over button. 

• The Part View tab displays the 3D image of the part from the file uploaded on the 
Engineering tab. 

• On the Planning tab, if the WO Release Code field is set to Kanban Release, the 
part must be set up on the Manufacture Kanban [S1104] screen. 

• The measurements displayed on the Part Master > Engineering tab populate based 
on the selected commodity code. To add captions to the Engineering tab, on 
Commodity Code Master, type in the desired field names on Dimension 1 Caption 
- Dimension 4 Caption for that commodity code. 

 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Production/Work_Orders/p_Manage_Kanban_Mfg.htm
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Purchased Parts 

After entering the part in Part Master, purchased parts require vendor and vendor part 
records. 

Adding vendor parts 

Note: The following procedures assume the header frame filters are set to 
Vendor: All, and Part Number: All. 

 

Vendor Part Master screen 

To add a vendor part: 

1. Navigate to the Vendor Part Master [S1148] screen. 

2. Select the Vendor and the Part Number. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the part. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a vendor part. 

Notes 

• Vendors must be created before adding parts for said vendors.  

• Vendor parts are required before entering a Purchase Order. 

• Completing the vendor part setup is required to ensure accurate Material Costs are 
calculated. 
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• The Conversion Factors fields allow you to have OnRamp automatically convert 
received raw material into a different unit of measurement.  

Conversion Factors Example 

• You need 18 10-sq. ft. sheets of 24-gauge sheet metal. 

• Vendor ABC ships you the 24-gauge sheet metal by weight. 

• You know that each sheet weighs approximately 10.77 lbs. 

You need to know how many pounds to order to fulfill upcoming demand. To do this: 

• On Vendor UM, change the value to LB and enter 10.77 as the weight. 

Now, when MRP calculates the required raw material you need, the suggested 
purchase order requests 193.86 lbs of sheet metal from the vendor.  

When the order is received, OnRamp stores 18 sheets at the selected inventory 
location. 

Manufactured Parts 

Once the manufactured part information has been inputted on Part Master, a bill of 
material and routing detail is required. 

Bill of Materials  

A Bill of Materials, or BOM, also known as the formula, recipe, or ingredients list, is a list 
of raw materials, sub-assemblies, sub-components, parts, and the quantities of each 
needed to manufacture an end product. A BOM displays the parent-child relationships 
that make up a part and is required to get a part into production. 

OnRamp ERP allows you to add vendor parts and manufactured parts to your BOM.  

The Bill of Material Master screen, where all BOM are inputted, can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Engineering > Product > Bill of Materials, 

• Or by searching for Bill of Material or S1000. 
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BOM Setup Workflow 

Before setting up a BOM for a part, enter data on the following screens: 

 

Workflow of the data to add before adding a BOM 

Using a Bill of Materials 

Once you have your parts and work centers added, you can create a bill of materials to 
set up your production lines, while keeping track of your inventory and cost. 

Reporting 

You can also run multiple reports on your BOM, including checking inventory, cost, view 
a list of parts to purchase based on active BOMs that have part requests and review the 
BOM and Routing Detail cycle times. 

Adding parts to a bill of material 

 

Bill of Material Master screen 
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To add a part to a bill of material: 

1. Navigate to the Bill of Material Master [S1000] screen. 

2. Select the desired Parent Part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a part to the bill of material. 

Routing Detail 

A routing detail is an ordered list of tasks required to manufacture a product.  

Routing is an import 

ant component of the production module as it defines the method of manufacturing. 
Determining the route to be followed in the manufacturing of a product is a prerequisite 
for setting up production. 

The objectives of routing are to: 

• Determine the tasks required to manufacture an item 

• Identify the work centers related to these tasks 

• Establish the sequence of task-linked operations to be carried out on work centers or 
sub-contracting work centers 

The Routing Detail screen, where routing details are entered, can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Engineering > Engineering Production > 

Routings, 

• Or by searching for Routing Detail or S1014. 
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Routing Detail Setup Workflow 

Before setting up the routing detail for a part, enter data on the following screens: 

 

Workflow of the data to add before adding routing detail 

Adding a routing operation 

 

Routing Detail screen 
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To add a routing operation: 

1. Navigate to the Routing Detail [S1014] screen. 

2. On the Part menu, select the desired part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. If required, select the different detail instructions tabs to enter more information. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a routing detail record. 

Notes 

• The value in the Operation field is the sequential routing step number. OnRamp 
recommends entering the value in base 10 (10, 20, 30, etc.) to allow room for error. 
For example, if you add 3 instructions, but the third one added should be the second, 
if you use a base 10 numbering system, you can add the last instruction with a 
number of 15, so it is correctly displayed between 10 and 20. 

• Operations are carried out in ascending order based on the number listed in the 
Operation field. 

What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• add a work center to OnRamp 

• add a manufactured or purchased part 

• add a BOM, routing detail, and vendor part record 

Practice exercises on page 126. 
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Sales Management 

Customer purchase orders and sales orders are the start of the OnRamp process. With 
them, your sales team receives a purchase request from your customer and confirms the 
requirements for the sale to fulfil your customer's demands. 

1. The customer sends your company a purchase order to request the types, prices, 
quantity, quality, and terms of the goods to be delivered. 

2. Your sales team sends your customer a sales order to confirm the sale of the 
goods along with associated quantities, and terms. 

Sales Order Workflow 

To ensure no data is missing from your customer requests, follow the below workflow 
when entering the orders: 

 
The Sales > Sales Order folder contains screens and reports that are used to create 
and edit customer purchase orders and sales orders. Relevant screens can be found by 
following the click path, or searching for the screen name or screen number.  

The following screens are the most commonly used screens to enter customer sale 
information: 

• Purchase Orders > Customer Purchase Order Manager [S1147] - used to enter 
customer purchase orders. 

• Sales Order Details > Sales Orders by Customer Ship To [S1085] - used to enter 
sales orders. This is the heart of the sales module.  

• Customer Schedule by Sales Order [S1084] - used to add a sales order schedule. 

• Express Sales Order [S2814] - used to quickly enter a sales order. 

• Counter Sales [S2860] - used to quickly enter sales orders from on-hand inventory 
to walk-in customers. 

You can also use Customer Schedule by Ship To [S1682], Customer Schedule by 
Customer Part Number [S2185], or Customer Schedule by Part [S1580] to add a 
schedule to the sales order. 
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Note: On the Customer Schedule screens, like Customer Schedule by Sales 
Order [S1084], Customer Schedule by Ship To [S1682], and Customer 
Schedule by Part [S1580], users with certain permissions can manually update 
the price of certain parts and lock the value. 

Sales Order Reporting 
Use the following screens to review open customer orders: 

• Open Orders [S2714] - displays a filterable list of all outstanding customer orders 

• Open Orders Calendar [S3027] - displays all open orders for selected calendar days 

Price Lists 

The price list screens in OnRamp allow you to manage your pricing and create 
customized price lists to use with your sales, parts, and other screens.  

The Price List by Name screen, which is where price lists are added and edited, can be 
accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Sales > Price List, 

• Or by searching for Price List by Name or S1144. 

Other useful pricing screens include: 

• Price List By Name Inquiry [S1751] - used to search for parts and their respective 
prices. This screen is similar to Price Lists By Name, but it is read-only 

• Price List By Part [S1143] - used to search for parts associated to a price list. 

• Update Sales Order with Price List [S1684] - used to update open sales orders 
with adjusted prices from the selected price lists, where applicable. 

Price List Setup 

To set up price lists, no other setup items are required. However, to add prices to parts, 
you must set up the parts. 

Using Price Lists 

You can automatically assign a price list to a customer on the Customer Master > 
Financing > Price List field. By adding a value to this field, whenever a new sales order 
is created for that customer the selected price list will be the default selection. To apply a 
different price list to the sales order and the invoice, change the price list on the sales 
order. 
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Note: On the Customer Schedule screens, like Customer Schedule by Sales 
Order [S1084], Customer Schedule by Ship To [S1682], and Customer 
Schedule by Part [S1580], users with certain permissions can manually update 
the price of certain parts and lock the value. 

Price List Reporting 

All the price listing reports can be found under Sales > Price List > Reports, with the 

report titles detailing the role of the report: 

• Price List by Part and Sales Order [R3053] 

• Price Lists by Part [R4019] 

• Price Lists by Part History [R4189] 

• Purchased Material Cost by Price List [R4620] 

Adding price lists 

 

Price List by Name screen 

Step 1 - Add price lists: 

1. Navigate to the Price List by Name [S1144] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the price list information.  

4. Click OK. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Sales/Pricing/p_Manage_Price_Lists.htm#top
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Step 2 - Add part price detail: 

1. Click on the Price List Detail frame. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the part information. 

4. Click OK. 

(Optional) Step 3 - Add part surcharge detail: 

1. With the price list and part selected, click on the Price List Surcharge frame. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

4. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a price list, added parts to the price list, and added surcharge rates to 
the parts. 

Notes 

• To view price list data for an effective date, use the Price List by Name Inquiry 
[1751] screen. 

• To have the part removed from a price list, click Cut Out Now to change the Cut Out 
Date to the current date. 

• To have the entire price list removed from production, click Cut Out Entire Pricing 
List Now. 

• To resolve overlapping date issues, click Fix all Overlapping Dates. 
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Adding customer purchase orders 

 

Customer Purchase Order Manager screen 

Step 1 - Add customer purchase orders: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Purchase Order Manager [S1147] screen. 

2. On the Customer drop-down menu, select the desired customer. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Step 2 - Attach a sales order to the purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Sales Order by Customer Ship To [S1085] screen. 

2. On Ship To, select the customer. 

3. Select the sales order and click on the Sales Order Detail frame. 

4. When adding or editing a part, select this purchase order under the Purchase 
Order field. 

Result 

You have attached the sales order to the customer purchase order. 

Notes 

• Uses the File Picker app  under PO Filename to attach a scanned copy of the 

relevant customer supplied purchase order.  

• The Sales Order and Part frame automatically populates with records attached to 
this purchase order. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Sales/Sales_Order/p_Manage_Cust_Purchase_Order.htm#top
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Adding sales orders 

 

Sales Order by Customer Ship To screen 

Step 1 - Create a sales order: 

1. Navigate to the Sales Order by Customer Ship To [S1085] screen. 

2. On the Ship To menu, select the desired customer. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Step 2 - Add sales order detail: 

1. On Sales Order by Customer Ship To [S1085], select the sales order.  

2. Click on the Sales Order Detail frame. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. If required, select the different tabs to edit more information related to the order. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a detail item to the sales order. Repeat steps 2-5 to add more detail 
items. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Sales/Sales_Order/p_Manage_Sales_Order.htm#top
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Notes 

• The Counter Sales field details if the sales order was created by a counter sale. 

• To change the part pricing and the price list for an invoice, update the sales order 
Price List field. 

• Update sales order due date on Change Sales Order Due Date [S2709]. 

• To have the sales order loaded as firm demand, ensure the Forecast SO field is 
toggled to No. 

• Schedule Profiles are created using Schedule Profile [S2189]. 

• The Customer Part and Customer Rev fields default to the values entered on Part 
Master [S1009] for the selected part but can be modified for the current sales order. 

• On the Ordering Variables tab, the Dock ID, Deliver To, Customer, and Quoted 
fields are available for customer reference. 

• On the Ordering Variables tab, launch the Sales Order Packaging Instructions 
[S2293] screen with the Modify Packaging Instructions button to set up special 
instructions for the selected part. The instructions will display: 

• On the sales order when shipping the part to the customer 

• On the Ordering Variables > Special Packaging Instructions grid 
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Production Planning 

This chapter of the guide was written to help you learn what MRP is and how to use it in 
OnRamp. Most concepts will be familiar to manufacturing professionals and can be 
quickly reviewed by experienced planners. 

Material Resource Planning 

Material Resource Planning, or MRP, is the process of translating a production schedule 
for an end product to a set of time-based requirements for all of the sub-assemblies and 
parts needed to make that set of finished goods. MRP should be used as a decision 
support system that provides suggested orders. Planners make any required 
modifications to the suggested orders and then finalize them. I.e., MRP is used to 
suggest a schedule of what parts should be available, and when, to satisfy part 
demand.  

It is a powerful tool, but misuse can be costly due to excess or lack of inventory to meet 
demands. To avoid misuse, a deep understanding of MRP is recommended in order to 
make and validate decisions, since MRP cannot account for all possible factors, such as 
limited warehouse space or manpower shortage. 

MRP calculates material requirements and schedules based on the following factors:  

• Demand - the need for a part. This includes Scheduled Work Orders (WO), Sales 
Orders, Dependencies, Allocations, etc.  

• Supply - the amount of inventory available. This includes inventory on hand, 
Released WO, Scheduled WO, or scheduled inventory to meet the demand. 

• Part Lead Time - the time it takes to convert the materiel into the product in Demand.  

• Safety Lead Time - a buffer, measured in days, that is required between the planned 
supply deliveries and the demand.  

• Order Lot Size Horizon or Order Period - the number of days forward that MRP 
uses to calculate materiel requirements.  

• Order Multiplier - every order must be a multiple of this number; MRP will use this 
number when calculating how much to order.  

• Order Minimum - the minimum number of parts to order.  

• Safety Stock - the minimum amount of inventory to keep available to minimize risk.  

Calculating Projected Inventory 

MRP calculates the projected inventory by looking at what's currently in stock 
(Inventory), any vendor purchase orders or work orders (Supply), minus sales orders 
(Demand). Or, as a formula: Projected Inventory = Inventory + Supply - Demand. 
Often, this is done manually on an MRP table. Your firm may be using the following 
table, or something similar: 
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Example MRP table 

With this, based on upcoming demand, along with some other variables (like a safety 
stock or order multiplier), you can calculate when you will need to increase supply to 
ensure that your part supply meets your client demands. For a single purchased part, 
like a screw, with clearly indicated values, creating an MRP chart is easy as seen in the 
following example: 

Simple Purchased Part Example 

Screw A has the following characteristics: 

• Inventory: There are 35 in inventory today  

• Demand: There is an upcoming order for 50 pars to be shipped in 5 days 

Based on these values, the MRP will suggest that you have 15 parts supplied to 
inventory within 5 days. Here it is on an MRP table: 

 

But there can be other factors at play, like safety stock, or safety lead time. Take the 
following example including these two factors: 

Safety Stock and Safety Lead Time Purchased Part Example 

Part A has the following characteristics: 

• Inventory: There are 12 in inventory today  

• Demand: There is an upcoming order for 57 parts to be shipped in 5 days 

• Safety Lead Time: To ensure that there are no delays, orders should be ready for 
shipment 1 day ahead of the customer requested delivery date 
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• Safety Stock: Due to the nature of the part, it is recommended that at least 40 be 

in inventory at any time 

Represented on the MRP table: 

 

As you can see, the MRP will suggest that you need 28 parts on day 1, to satisfy the 
safety stock requirements, and a total of 85 parts supplied to inventory by day 5. Our 
planner has decided that we can carry the load for the full 85 parts on day 1, thus 
avoiding having to setup production again for this part. Here it is on an MRP table: 

 

Note: Because of the calculation used, a value of 0 on Projected Inventory signifies 
that there are 40 items in stock to satisfy the safety stock requirements. 

However, for manufactured parts with multiple levels, each one with differing lead times, 
safety stocks, and order multipliers, automated systems will simplify the process and 
ensure that you do not run out of parts as seen in the following example: 

Manufactured Part Example 

 Part A10001 has the following characteristics: 

•  BOM: To make one Part A10001, you need: 
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•  3 Part H2000 (Inventory = 15, Safety Lead Time = 3, Order Minimum = 
25, Order Multiplier = 25, Safety Stock = 15) 

•  3 Part H3000 (Inventory = 20, Safety Lead Time = 1, Order Minimum = 
25, Order Multiplier = 25, Safety Stock = 10) 

•  3 Part H4000 (Inventory = 14, Safety Lead Time = 0, Order Minimum = 
20, Order Multiplier = 20, Safety Stock = 10) 

•  1 Part PC1001 (Inventory = 0, Safety Lead Time = 2, Order Minimum = 
2, Order Multiplier = 2, Safety Stock = 0) 

•  1 Part PC1002 (Inventory = 0, Safety Lead Time = 3, Order Minimum = 
2, Order Multiplier = 2, Safety Stock = 0) 

•  3 Part SP1000 (Inventory = 0, Safety Lead Time = 4, Order Minimum = 4, 
Order Multiplier = 4, Safety Stock = 0) 

 

Visual representation of Part A10001 BOM 

• Inventory: There are 0 in inventory today  

• Demand: There is an upcoming order for 12 parts to be shipped in 8 days 

• Safety Lead Time: To ensure there are no delays, orders should be ready for 

shipment 1 day ahead of the customer requested delivery date 

• Order Multiplier: The part is ready in groups of 1 

• Order Minimum: The minimum order quantity is 1 

• Safety Stock: Due to the nature of the part, there should be 0 in inventory if there 

are no upcoming orders 

Based on these values, you will need 7 MRP charts. One for each part on the BOM.  
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The planner may update the suggested supply orders based on the plant capabilities. 
For example, it may be more reasonable to spread the supply values more evenly 
across the week. 

Manually performing this process for every part on your shop floor can be difficult and 
lead to human error. OnRamp comes with a built-in MRP module that will calculate your 
upcoming supply needs based on inputted demand. As mentioned before, while the 
OnRamp MRP module will calculate the part requirements for you, a competent planner 
should always review the results to modify, combine, or delete any orders, as required, 
before approval. 

MRP in OnRamp 

In OnRamp, the Production > Planning > Materials Requirement Planning 
(MRP) folder contains the screens required to access any part planning. Most of the 
work will be done on the Review MRP Schedule by Part [S1214] screen, where you 
can: 

• Run the MRP for all the parts in OnRamp 

• View the MRP schedule for each part 

• View the MRP schedule for each part in the parent part bill of materials 

• View the part settings relevant to schedule planning 

• View the part inventory 

• View part sales orders 

Anticipating Late Deliveries 

By using Review MRP Schedule by Part [S1214] and the Projected Customer Lates 
[R4630] report, you can anticipate potential discrepancies between Demand and Supply. 

The Projected Customer Lates report displays the Total Order quantity, as well as the 
Quantity that will be on hand by the specified date, and the Projected Quantity on that 
date, with a negative number meaning there will be a shortage. This projected quantity is 
also visible under the Projected column of the Review MRP Schedule by Part [S1214] 
screen. 
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Viewing MRP Schedules 

 

Review MRP Schedule by Part screen 

To view the MRP: 

1. Navigate to the Review MRP Schedule by Part [S1214] screen. 

2. Select the desired Part. 

3. Based on the date and time stamp seen on the Last MRP field, click Run MRP. 

Result 

You are viewing the part MRP schedule. 

Notes 

• To ensure the most accurate suggested orders are available, run MRP if any sales 
order, purchase order, or work order is processed after the Last MRP date and time 
stamp. 

• The BOM and Where Used tabs will display the MRP schedule for any child or 
parent parts, respectively. 

• The Review MRP Schedule by Part screen is a read-only screen. Changes to fields 
on the various tabs should be done on the respective screens. For 
example: Changes to information on the Planning tab is performed on Part Master 
[S1009] > Planning tab. 

• If there will not be enough parts in supply to meet demand, a negative value is 
displayed in the Projected column for that date. 
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What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• create a customer purchase order and sales order 

• run MRP 

• review MRP 

Practice exercises on page 127. 
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Production Purchasing 

OnRamp uses purchase orders to manage purchased items, such as raw material or 
purchased parts. Purchase orders should be created for anything purchased by your firm 
so that a record of the expense is immediately sent to your accounting department.  

Purchase orders should only be created by approved buyers. 

The Production > Purchasing folder contains everything related to purchasing, such as 
screens used to set up vendors, vendor parts, and purchase orders. Important 
purchasing screens can be found by following the click path, or searching for the screen 
name or screen number: 

• Under Production Purchasing > Purchase Orders important screens include: 

• Create Spot POs from Suggested POs [S2810] - used to create purchased 
orders based off of orders suggested by MRP. 

• Production Purchase Order Maintenance [S1725] - used to enter, update, and 
schedule purchase orders. 

• Purchasing Finite Schedule [S2409] - used to manually manage lead time and 
part scheduling. 

• Under Purchase Order Receiving > Production Receiving important screens 
include: 

• Receive Normal PO Multi-line [S2560] - used to log received purchase orders 
and send them for inspection. 

Purchasing Workflow 

To create a purchase order, follow the below process: 

 

Work flow of the purchasing process 
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Setup 

1. Before creating a purchase order, have the following items setup:  

• Part - the description of the purchased part, including cost and inventory 
location. The Part Master [S1009] > Planning tab information must be entered 
to ensure proper usage of the OnRamp planning tools including MRP and 
EOQ. If the part is being used to manufacture a separate part, ensure that the 
BOM has been created or updated. Parts are setup on Part Master [S1009]. 

• Vendors - the suppliers of the purchased item. Vendors are setup on Vendor 
Master [S1094]. 

• Vendor Part - purchase details for the part, including when the part information 
comes into effect and when the data will be sunset. If the part is provided by 
more than one vendor, use the Split % field to denote the part split, that is the 
percentage provided by one vendor or the other. Vendor parts are setup on 
Vendor Part Master [S1148]. 

Planning Purchase Orders 
Once you have completed your setup and your sales team have entered the customer 
sales orders, your next step is to run EOQ and update the parts to ensure MRP is 
suggesting the best order amount to maximize your productivity and minimize inventory 
storage.  

With that done, you are ready to run MRP. 

The MRP can be run on multiple screens, including Review MRP Schedule by Part 
[S1214] and Run MRP [S1320].  

Creating Purchase Orders 
Once you know how many of which part you need to order for what delivery date, you 
are ready to create a purchase order and send it to your vendors. As discussed above, 
you can create: 

• Spot Purchase Orders from Suggested POs 

• Manual Purchase Orders 

Spot Purchase Orders 

Use the Create Spot POs from Suggested POs [S2810] screen, to create spot 
purchase orders based on MRP suggestions. Creating orders off of suggested PO's 
removes a lot of the added time spent manually calculating material requirements. 

Create Spot POs from Suggested POs allows you to edit the order quantity, due date, 
and the purchase price for the order before submitting the PO, which generates the 
PDF and sends it to your vendors, if EDI is set up. 
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Manual Purchase Orders 

Manual POs are created on the Production Purchase Order Maintenance [S1725] 
screen. These orders are usually created without input as to required demand from 
MRP.  

Since any changes to inventory affect future planning, parts purchased this way are 
reflected when running the MRP to ensure future demand planning is updated 
accordingly. 

On this screen you can also edit an existing PO and set up a purchase schedule.  

Receiving Purchase Orders  
All vendor shipments are received on the Receive Normal PO Multi-Line [S2560] 
screen. 

When receiving a vendor shipment, record the following information in OnRamp to 
improve inventory visibility, management, and control: 

• The delivery packing slip details, including what vendor delivered the shipment 

• What parts where delivered 

• How many parts where delivered 

• The parts storage location. This field defaults to the inventory location selected on 
Part Master [S1009]. 

• Any changes to bin quantities 

Once the items are received on Receive Normal PO Multi-Line, use Inventory 
Transactions by Part [S1109] to review the transactions for the part. 

Finite Scheduling 
For a more hands-on approach, use the Purchasing Finite Schedule [S2409] 
screen to manage lead time and part scheduling. Originally, this screen was designed to 
help with managing overseas shipping. The more irregular delivery times related to 
overseas trade lead to constant changes to the internal lead time, which made it difficult 
to use traditional MRP model. 

Purchase Order Reporting 
Use the screens under the Purchase Order Inquiry folder or the reports under 
Purchase Order Reports to review information on existing purchase orders. 
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Adding spot purchase orders 

 

Create Spot POs from Suggested POs screen 

To add a spot purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Create Spot POs from Suggested POs [S2810] screen. 

2. Click Run MRP. 

3. Select the desired Planner, Vendor, and MRP Date. 

4. Enter the desired information and toggle the Select field to X to add that part to 
the purchase order. 

5. Click Create Purchase Orders. 

Result 

You have added a spot purchase order for the parts. 

Notes 

• To update the vendor part price with the new price you entered on step 4, toggle 
Update Vendor Part Master (Upt. VPM) to X. 
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Adding purchase orders 
There are three parts to a manual production purchase order: the purchase order 
header, the order detail, the order schedule. 

 

Production Purchase Order Maintenance screen 

Step 1 - Purchase Order Header 

1. Navigate to the Production Purchase Order Maintenance [S1725] screen. 

2. Click on the Production Purchase Order Header frame. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Step 2 - Purchase Order Detail 

1. On Production Purchase Order Maintenance, with the desired purchase order 
selected in the header frame, select the Production Purchase Order Detail 
frame. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

4. Click OK. 
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Step 3 - Purchase Order Scheduling 

1. Click on the Production Purchase Order Schedule frame. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

4. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a production purchase order with details and a schedule. 

Notes 

• To create a PDF file of the purchase order, click Create PDF. 

• To email the purchase order to the Vendor, click Email Vendor. 

• To create the vendor EDI, click Create EDI 850. 

• Certain fields that only apply to a Blanket Purchase Order will not appear on a Spot 
Purchase Order. 

• If the purchase order is for customer supplied parts, ensure to toggle Customer 
Supplied Material to Yes.  

• You cannot add a schedule to a purchase order for customer supplied material. 
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Adding an express purchase order 

 

Express Purchase Order screen 

To add an express purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Express Purchase Order [S2817] screen. 

2. Select the desired Part Number and Vendor. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. Click Load Order. 

Result 

You have added an express purchase order. 

What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• review suggested orders and plan for their release 

• create a purchase order and submit it to a vendor 

Practice exercises on page 127. 
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Work Orders in OnRamp 

A Work Order is a task or a job for a customer that can be assigned to a person or work 
center. Work orders describe what parts and what work is required to manufacture, build 
or engineer the customer-requested product. In OnRamp, the work order is released to 
production and received and processed by the production staff.  

The OnRamp Work Order Form  
Your OnRamp ERP comes with a built-in work order form. Every work order created 
automatically populates with this information if it is in the system. The work order 
displays all the information that production staff need to manufacture a part, such as: 

 

Figure 2.1: Example Work Order Form 

• What part is being made? 

• When is it due? 

• How many are needed? 

• Where is the order going? 

• What component parts or materials are needed and 
how many? 

• How and where to make it in the shop? 

• What quality control checks are there? 

• Other information 

Release Work Order  
There are two ways to release the work orders in OnRamp: 

• Release Manual Work Orders [S1264] - used by the scheduling department to 
release specific work orders to production. 

• Release Work Order by Planner [S1282] - used by the scheduling department to 
release multiple work orders to production. 

The release work order screens can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Production > Work Orders / Nesting / Work 
Orders,  

• Or by searching for Work Order or the screen number, [S1264] or [S1282] 

Release work orders can be viewed on the Work Order Inquiry [S1100] screen. 
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Receive Work Order 

There are two ways to receive work orders in OnRamp: 

• Work Order Reporting by Work Center [S2517] - used by production staff to enter 
data related to the work order, including reporting defects, inspecting, and reporting 
on each routing operation. 

• Receive Work Order [S1141] - used by production staff for quick work order 
completion operations. 

Reporting on Work Orders 

Use the following reports to review work orders: 

• WIP Inventory Value [R4125] - lists open work orders with transactions. Old work 
orders on this report with a quantity remaining of 0 and the overnight routine is unable 
to close them then production needs to force close them. 

• Work Orders that Were Forced Closed [R4161] - lists all force closed work orders. 
This report should be reviewed to ensure there is no or minimal financial impact due 
to the closures. 

Releasing specific work orders 
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To release a specific work order: 

1. Navigate to the Release Manual Work Orders [S1264] screen. 

2. On the Part menu, select the desired part. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. In the Print? field, toggle the field to Yes to print the work order form. 

5. To release the work order, click Release and Print. 

Result 

You have released the specified part work order to production. The work order form will 
display in the lower frame of the Release Manual Work Orders screen. 

Notes 

• Click Release and Print to send the work order form directly to your default printer. 
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Releasing multiple work orders 

 

Release Work Order by Planner screen 

To release work orders: 

1. Navigate to the Release Work Order by Planner [S1282] screen. 

2. On the Person Planner and Planner menus, select the desired planner. 

3. Set the Working Days Forward and click Refresh From Days Fwd. 

4. In the Select column, toggle the field to Yes to mark the work orders for release. 

Tip: To release all listed parts, click Select All. 

5. If required, click Edit to modify the Due Date and Release Quantity. 

6. Click: 

• Release and Print to release and print the selected work orders.  

• Release - No Print to release the work order without printing the work order 
form. 
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Result 

You have released the selected part work orders to production. 

Notes 

• The Refresh From Days Fwd button refreshes the grid to reflect the number of days 
forward you have selected. This also reviews all MRP suggestions from all sources, 
like Kanban release or Finite Scheduling. 

• The MRP Last Run field displays a time stamp of the last run MRP.  

• Run MRP before releasing work orders.  

• After selecting the planner information, the grid displays all the work orders that have 
yet to be released. 

• The Suggested Schedule frame displays a suggested schedule for the selected 
work order. 

• The second grid in this frame displays MRP detail for the selected work order 
including: date, demand quantity, supply quantity, and projected quantity. 

• Once the work order is released, it will no longer display on this screen.  

• If you attempt to release a work order and it is not released, navigate to Work Order 
Release Errors [S2073] for information on why the work order could not be released. 
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Viewing released work orders 

 

Work Order Inquiry screen 

To view released work orders: 

1. Navigate to the Work Order Inquiry [S1100] screen. 

2. Select the desired filters. 

3.  Select the Work Order. 

Result 

You are viewing the released work order. 

Notes 

• Click the Recreate WO button to recreate the work order. 

What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• review suggested orders and plan for their release 

• create a work order and release it to the shop floor 

Practice exercises on page 127. 
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Purchase Order Receiving 

This chapter of the guide is to help you learn how to receive and inspect your incoming 
orders in OnRamp.  

Receiving a purchase order 
Use the Receive Normal PO Multi-line [S2560] screen to receive a purchase order 

and create a transaction number to be used for inspection reporting.  

 

Receive Normal PO Multi-line screen 

To receive a purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Receive Normal PO Multi-line [S2560] screen. 

2. Select the desired Vendor and Purchase Order. 

Note: Only scheduled purchase orders are available for selection. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. Click OK. 

6. On the Receive Normal Purchase Order frame, select the desired part number 
and toggle the Receive field to Yes. 

7. (Optional) On the screen task bar, click Edit to update desired fields. 

8. (Optional) If required, update the bin quantity values. 

9. Click Receive Items. 

Notes 

• Under Select Packing Slip, the PS in PS Number and PS File stands for Packing 
Slip. 

• Only items scheduled to be received within the specified Days Forward will populate 
the Receive Quantities tab. 
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Receiving a non-production PO 

 

Receive Non-Production PO Multi-line screen 

To receive a non-production purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Receive Non-Production PO Multi-line [S2300] screen. 

2. Select the desired Vendor and Purchase Order. 

Note: Only scheduled purchase orders are available for selection. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. On the Select Packing Slip frame, enter the desired information and click OK. 

5. Click on the Set Items to Receive frame and click Edit. 

6. Edit the desired information and click OK. 

7. Once all the quantities have been updated, click Browse.  

8. If all items on this packing slip have been received, toggle Close Packing Slip? 
to Yes.  

9. If the PO has been fully received, toggle Close PO if Fully Received? to Yes. 

10. Click Receive. 

Result 

You have received the non-production purchase order and assigned a packing slip. 

Notes 

• If you are receiving the whole purchase order, click Update All Quantity to Receive 
to Quantity Remaining. 
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Receiving and inspecting work orders 

 

Work Order Reporting By Work Center screen 

To receive work orders: 

1. Navigate to the Work Order Reporting by Work Center [S2517] screen. 

2. On the Emp ID field, enter your employee ID. 

3. Select the desired Work Center. 

4. Select the desired Work Order. 

5. Click on the Receive WO tab. 

6. Enter the required information.  

7. Click the required Receive button. 

To inspect the part: 

1. Click on the Online Inspection tab. 

2. Enter the required information. 

3. Complete the inspection: 

• To accept the part, click the Accept button. 

• To reject the part, click the Reject button. 

4. To submit the results, click Submit Results or Submit Inputted Results. 

Result 

You have inspected the part. 

Notes 

• For parts requiring an inspection, first navigate to Online Inspection or Online 
Inspection for Work Orders [S2844] before receiving the work order. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Production/Work_Orders/p_Receive_WO.htm#top
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Moving inventory 

 

Inventory Move screen 

To move inventory: 

1. Navigate to the Inventory Move [S1155] screen. 

2. Select the desired Part. 

3. Select the desired Source Location. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click Move Inventory. 

Result 

You have recorded in OnRamp that the inventory quantity has been moved to the new 
location. 

Notes 

• You can move inventory with OnRamp's Android App. 

• Once the move is complete, you can print labels with the new information to attach to 
the moved inventory by clicking the Print Label button. 

• The Inventory Move action does not update the part default location. To update the 
default location for the part, navigate to Part Master > Inventory and update the 
Default Location field.  

• To move inventory out of stock, use the Unplanned Issue [S1613] screen.  

• For Quantity-on-Hand corrections with no received order, use the Unplanned 
Receipt [S1614] screen.  
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Quality Inspection in OnRamp 
Print inspections and online inspections are quality processes usually performed by the 
Quality Assurance department. OnRamp ERP has screens to help you: 

• Manage the part inspection steps 

• Assign a received part to be inspected 

• View what parts are awaiting inspection 

• accept or reject a part 

• report and review inspections 

Note: For a part to require inspection, on the Part Master screen Quality tab, the 

Inspection Required flag must be set to Yes. 

Inspection information is entered or viewed on multiple screens, found in different folders 
under Quality > Inspection. All screens can be found by following the click path or 
searching for the screen name or the screen number: 

• Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts [S1266] - used to report, review, and 
accept or reject inspection reports on purchased parts. 

• Work Order Reporting by Work Center [S2517] - used to submit inspection reports 
on manufactured parts. 

• Online Inspection for Work Orders [S2844] - used to submit online inspection 
reports on manufactured parts. 

• Under Inspection Steps important screens include: 

• Inspection Steps for Purchased Parts [S1290] - used to enter and update 
what steps are required when inspecting a purchased part.  

• Inspection Steps for Manufactured Parts [S1115] - used to enter and update 
what steps are required when inspecting a manufactured part. 

• Under Inspection Results important screens include: 

• Inspection Results by Order Number [S1812] - used to approve or deny 
finalized inspections. 

Inspection Method 

OnRamp supports two inspection methods: Print and Online. 

• A Print Inspection is when you print out the inspection form, write in the inspection 
results and update OnRamp manually with the results. 

• An Online Inspection is when you can automatically upload images and update the 
inspection results in OnRamp with an electronic device. 
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Inspection Reporting 

You can view a list of completed inspections or parts that are pending inspection within 
OnRamp. All screens and reports can be filtered and printed: 

• Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts [S1266] - the reporting function on this 
screen displays an inspection report for a specific transaction number. 

• Inspection Status on Purchased Parts [S1533] - used to view inspection status 
reports on purchased parts. 

• Inspection Reporting for Manufactured Parts [S2115] - used to view inspection 
reports on manufactured parts. 

• Inspection Steps Overview for Purchased Parts [R3577] - this report displays all 
the inspection steps for purchased parts. 

• Purchased Parts to be Inspected [R3555] - this report displays a list of all the 
purchased parts that are pending inspection. 

• Inspection Results Report [R4365] - this report displays all inspection results. 
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Adding inspection sample codes 

 

Inspection Sample Codes screen 

Step 1 - Add inspection sample codes: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Sample Codes [S2118] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. Click OK. 

Step 2 - Add inspection sample details: 

1. With the desired sample code selected, click on the Sample Code Detail frame. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

4. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created an inspection sample code detail. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Quality/Inspection/p_Manage_Inspection_Sample_Codes.htm#top
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Adding inspection steps to a purchased part 

 

Inspection Steps for Purchased Parts screen 

To add part inspection steps: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Steps for Purchased Parts [S1290] screen. 

2. Select the desired Part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Repeat steps 3-4 to add more inspection steps. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added inspection steps. 

Notes 

• To copy the inspection steps to a different part, use the Copy Inspection Steps to a 
Part frame. 

• If Inspection Type is set to Pass/Fail, the Standard, High, and Low fields are not 
used. 

• If the Frequency Type is set to: 

• First Piece Sample - only the first part will be inspected. 

• Sample Size - the part is inspected based on the frequency set in Part Master > 
Quality > Sample Category 
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Adding inspection steps to a manufactured part 

 

 Inspection Steps for Manufactured Parts screen 

To add part inspection steps: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Steps for Manufactured Parts [S1115] screen. 

2. Select the desired Part. 

3. Select the desired Routing Operation. 

4. Click on the Inspection Steps frame. 

5. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

6. Enter the desired information.  

7. Repeat steps 4-5 to add more inspection steps. 

8. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added inspection steps. 

Notes 

• To copy the inspection steps to a different part, use the Copy Inspection Steps to a 
Part frame. 

• If Inspection Type is set to Pass/Fail, the Standard, High, and Low fields are not 
used. 

• Use the CIS field to apply a layered process audit critical code to the part.  

• If the Frequency Type is set to: 

• First Piece Sample - only the first part will be inspected. 

• Sample Size - the part is inspected based on the frequency set in Part Master > 
Quality > Sample Category 
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Inspecting purchased parts 

 

Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts screen 

To accept or reject an inspection: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts [S1266] screen. 

2. Select the Transaction Number. 

3. Select and perform the inspection step. 

4. Accept or reject the inspection: 

• For an Inspection Type of Standard: On the screen task bar, click Edit to 
enter the Result. If the result is within the accepted range set for the inspection 
step, OnRamp will automatically accept the inspection, otherwise the 
inspection will be set to rejected. 

• For an Inspection Type of Pass/Fail: Click the appropriate button. 

5. Click Finalize. If this is the last inspection for that transaction, you can select 
Finalize and Mark Closed. 

Result 

You have accepted or rejected the purchased part inspection. 

Notes 

• The Inspection Results frame will populate based on the following fields: 

• Part Master [S1009]> Quality > Sample Category 

• Receive Normal PO Multi-line [S2560] > Vendor Quantity Received 

• Generate a report on an open inspection by selecting the inspection result and 
clicking Generate Inspection Report. 
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Reporting defects 

 

Report Op/Defects screen 

To report on operations and defects: 

1. Navigate to the Report Op/Defects [S3001] screen. 

2. Enter the Employee ID. 

3. Select the desired Work Order and Work Center. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Select one of the following: 

• To report an operation to QA, click Report QA Operation. 

• To report an operation that is not related to QA, click Report Non-
QA Operation. 

• To report defects, click Setup Defects Only. 

6. If reporting defects, update the Defects frame and click Submit. 

Result 

You have added reported the operation or defect. 

Notes 

• Depending on the operation selected, only one of these buttons will be available. 
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Approving an inspection 

 

Inspection Results by Order Number screen 

To approve or deny a finalized inspection: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Results by Order Number [S1812] screen. 

2. Select the order and desired inspection. 

3. Enter any comments. 

4. Click Approved or Denied. 

Result 

You have approved or denied the finalized inspection. 

What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• receive a purchase order 

• complete an inspection report for a purchase order or work order 

Practice exercises on page 127. 
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Shipping 

The OnRamp shipping module allows you to set up shipping and run reports on your 
current and upcoming shipping orders. Within the setup elements for shipping, you can: 

• Add shipping containers to help keep track of skits, crates, and other types of 
containers you may use. 

• Manage the labels used on containers, by vendors, or by customers. 

OnRamp also allows you to run LS/Kitted, Staged, Consigned, or Manual shipping. 

The Production > Shipping folder contains screens and reports that are used in 
shipping. Important purchasing screens can be found by following the click path, or 
searching for the screen name or screen number: 

• Under Customer Shipping, the Customer Shipments [S2648] screen is used to 
fulfil customer shipments. 

• Under Shipping Preparation: 

• The Shipping Containers [S1731] screen is used to manage the shipping 
containers you have on hand and the components that make up the containers. 

• The Manage Shipping Containers [S2547] is used to receive or remove 
shipping containers and components from inventory. 

• The Shipper Picklist [R1066] report displays upcoming and past due sales 
orders, including the number of parts required, the number of parts per container, 
the number of containers required, the status of the order, the part routing steps, 
and other relevant information. 
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Shipping Setup Workflow 

Setup the following items in OnRamp: 

 

Shipping Workflow 
When shipping product, OnRamp recommends the following procedure: 

1. Navigate to Shipper Picklist [R1066] to review what items require shipping for 
what day 

2. On Customer Shipments [S2648], pack the required shipments found on R1066. 

3. Follow the steps to pack an order located on on page 101. 

Notes 

• Finalized shipments and invoices cannot be edited. 
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Adding packaging instructions 

 

Standard Packaging Instructions frame 

To add standard packaging instructions: 

1. Navigate to Part Packaging Instructions [S2540] or Sales Order Packaging 
Instructions [S2293] screen. 

2. Select the Standard Packaging Instructions frame. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a standard packaging instruction. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Production/Shipping/p_Manage_Packing_Instructions.htm#top
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Adding part packaging instructions 

 

Part Packaging Instructions screen 

To add part packaging instructions: 

1. Navigate to the Part Packaging Instructions [S2540] screen. 

2. Select the desired part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a part packaging instruction. 

Notes 

• You can add, edit, or delete shipping instructions on the Standard Packing 
Instructions frame. Instructions added here can immediately be added to the part.  

• Packaging instructions added to the part are associated to the part on Part Master. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Production/Shipping/p_Manage_Part_Packing_Instructions.htm#top
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Adding shipping labels 

 

To add customer shipping labels: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Shipping Labels [S1935] screen. 

2. On Ship To, select the desired customer. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a customer shipping label. 

Notes 

• Selecting Auto Print will flag the label to automatically print once the shipment is 
packed. 

• Container type label information may be overridden by container specific label 
information entered on Shipping Containers [S1731].  
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Shipping parts to a customer 

 

Customer Shipments screen 

To ship an order to a customer: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Shipments [S2648] screen. 

2. Select the customer. 

Note: By default, OnRamp displays all orders that are past due, or due 
today. To view future orders, update Days Forward. 

3. Click Start. 

4. Enter the shipment information.  

5. Click OK. 

6. Under the Shipment Contents frame, select the part to add to the shipment. 

7. Click the order to fulfil with this shipment. 

8. Enter the packing information. 

9. Click Pack. 

10. On the Customer Shipments frame, select the Documents & Finalize tab. 

11. Preview the automatically generated documents. 

12. When ready, click Finalize Shipment. 

Result 

You have created the packing and shipping documents required to ship the order to the 
customer. 
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Notes 

• To ship to an alternate address, click the Additional Info tab. 

• If the packing labels have not printed automatically, on the Structure tab, click the 
respective buttons to print the labels. 

• After clicking Pack, the Structure tab will update with the structure of the shipment. 
For example: 

• You are shipping 7 items to the customer in containers.  

• Each container can take up to 5 items.  

• The structure of the shipment will be 2 containers, once containing 5 items, and 
another containing 2. 

• To remove (unpack) a component (container) from a shipment: 

• On the Structure tab, select the component and click Unpack. 

• To remove (unpack) all components (container) from a shipment: 

• On the Structure tab, click Unpack Entire Container. 

• For Incoterms to appear on the Customs Invoice document, the customer that is 
being invoiced must have the Incoterms set. For more information, see on page 33. 

• To change the price list for the invoice, update the price list value on the sales order 
before saving. 

What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• inspect a completed work order in OnRamp 

• Fulfill a customer shipment 

Practice exercises on page 128. 
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Financial Processing 

This chapter of the guide was written to help you learn how to process the financial side 
of a customer order in OnRamp. Most concepts will be familiar to manufacturing 
professionals, including reviewing a bill of lading, creating invoices and receipts, and 
processing customer returns. 

Accounts Payable in OnRamp 
Under the Financial > Accounts Payable folder, you will find the screens to receive 
vendor invoices and pay your vendors. Once you verify the data on the vendor invoice, 
or vouch it, you can then process the payment to the vendor for their goods and 
services. 

You can manually enter and process a vendor invoice payment, or you can set these 
payments to be processed automatically. 

Vendor invoices are received in a variety of ways, such as by email, fax, and mail. By 
scanning and saving the invoices in OnRamp, you can be paperless and retrieve any 
documentation with ease. 

Received invoices are vouched. A Vouched Vendor Invoice means you have reviewed 
the invoice and confirmed that the goods and services there listed have been received 
and will be paid for. 

Once the vouchers are set up, they represent your payable accounts. 

Vendor Invoices and Vouching 

There are two types of vendor invoices: invoices used for products that are received and 
used for production, and invoices for items and services that are used internally, such as 
office supplies, phone bills, and cleaning services.  

You may also encounter a combination of the two: for example, production items that 
arrive on a skid that you must pay for. 

Once received, these invoices are vouched and entered into OnRamp. Vouching is 
entering a vendor invoice and linking it to its supporting documents like the purchase 
order and packing slip. 

The Vouch Vendor Invoice [S1542] screen is used to enter the vouched invoice, where 
you can specify the Voucher Price, which is the amount that will be paid to the vendor. 

Vouchers then need to be submitted and approved but certain users can bypass these 
steps. 

The Vouch Vendor Invoice screen can also be used to review the amount of tax you 
owe to your government agencies for invoices sent to your vendors. 
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Receivers 

A Receiver is an item that represents a liability potential. For example: when you receive 
steel, you agree to accept the steel and put the inventory into your stock. You also agree 
to potentially owe the supplier for that steel, so it is an implied liability. You can't pay until 
you receive the vendor invoice, therefore, in OnRamp the receiver represents what you 
owe to the supplier. 

Once an invoice is received from the vendor and vouched, you can add the receiver to 
the voucher, which makes the implied liability of the received product into a payable. 

By adding the receiver to a voucher detail, the Voucher Price is defaulted to the PO 
Price.  

Payments 

Vendor payments are processed either at the time of purchase, or at your discretion. 

And this processing can either be automatic or manual. 

Vendor payments are made via Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), Cheque, or Credit 
Card. 

Automatic vendor payments are set up on Select for Payment - Automatic [S1548] and 
processed on Pay with Active Pay [S2327]. 

Manual vendor payments are processed on Select for Payment - Manual [S1809]. 

Packing Slips 

To attach a packing slip to a voucher, navigate to the Attach Packing Slip to Voucher 
[S2202] screen. 

Manage your vendor packing slips on the Packing Slip Manager by Vendor [S1287] 
screen.  

Vendor Account Information 

Use the following screens to review vendor credit and debit information: 

• Vendor Account Inquiry [S1562] screen to review the amount that you owe to a 
vendor. 

• Voucher/ Vendor Credit [S1563] screen to review the voucher / vendor credit due to 
a vendor. 
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Adding vendor invoice vouchers 

 

Vouch Vendor Invoice screen 

Step 1 - Add vouchers: 

1. Navigate to the Vouch Vendor Invoice [S1542] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

Tip: On the Voucher Filename field, use the File Picker to attach the 
scanned or saved copy of the vendor invoice for future reference. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. Click OK. 

Step 2 - Add voucher detail: 

1. On Vouch Vendor Invoice [S1542], with the vouched invoice selected, click the 
Voucher Detail frame. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

Tip: Attach received and unpaid purchase orders to a voucher with the 
Show Open Receivers button to specify what received inventory is 
referenced by this invoice.  

4. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added detail to the voucher. Once the voucher has been completed, click 
Finalize Voucher to finalize the voucher.  

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Financial/Accounts/p_Manage_Vendor_Invoice_Vouchers.htm#top
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Notes 

• To finalize the voucher, the calculated Voucher Total must equal the manually 
entered Invoice Total. 

• Users with a higher level job role can finalize and release the voucher on the Finalize 
+ Release tab. 

• Clicking the Show Open Receivers button opens the Select Open Receivers 
[S1541] screen. 

• The GL Code is locked for received items, those with a Detail Type of R.  

• Due to rounding, the tax amount may be incorrect. If there is a discrepancy, an 
adjustment can be made on this screen. 

• Entering a voucher number automatically populates the Credit Terms and Pay Type 
fields based on the defaults setup for this vendor on the Vendor Master > Finance 
tab. 

• The Non-Discount Amount field only applied is discount terms have been setup for 
this vendor. 

• Use the Hold Amount to enter the withheld dollar amount of the invoice. For 
example: 

• For an invoice with an amount of $1000 that requires a 10% down payment, you 
would enter $900 in the Hold Amount field. The invoice will be for $1000, but 
OnRamp sees that you will pay the Invoice Total minus the Hold Amount, or 
$100. This $100 will appear on your next cheque run. To pay off a larger portion 
of the invoice, edit or remove the Hold Amount. 

• To pay this invoice with separate cheques, toggle Separate Pay to True. 

• Only Production and Non-Production Purchase Orders can be received into OnRamp. 
Requisitions cannot be received. 

• To close the balance with an outstanding difference, in Edit mode, toggle Close 
Balance to Yes. The Qty Variance and Price Variance fields display the difference 
of the planned initial payment. 
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Attaching open receivers 

Note: This screen is often navigated to, or launched, via the Show Open 

Receivers button available on the Vouch Vendor Invoice [S1542] screen. 

 

Select Open Receivers screen 

To attach an open receiver to a vendor invoice voucher: 

1. Navigate to the Select Open Receivers [S1541] screen. 

2. Select the desired Invoice and Vendor. 

3. (Optional) Use the Date From, Packing Slip, and Purchase Order to further filter 
the list of receivers. 

4. In the Select column, toggle the value to X. 

5. Click Add to Voucher. 

Result 

You have attached the open receiver to the voucher. 

Notes 

• Use the Select All button to select all the receivers currently listed. 

• If the quality or the value of the receiver is incorrectly listed on the Select Open 
Receivers screen, this can be edited on Vouch Vendor Invoice [S1542]. 
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Submitting vouchers for approval 

 

Vouchers on Hold screen 

To submit vouchers for approval: 

1. Navigate to the Vouchers on Hold [S1600] screen. 

2. Select the desired Voucher. 

3. Select the Submit Vouchers for Approval frame. 

4. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

5. Add the desired information.  

6. Click OK. If the voucher requires more than one approval, repeat steps 4-6. 

7. Click Submit for Approval. 

Result 

You have submitted a voucher for approval.  
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Approve vouchers 

 

Approve Vouchers on Hold screen 

To approve vouchers: 

1. Navigate to the Approve Vouchers on Hold [S1601] screen. 

2. Select the desired Voucher. 

3. (Optional) To add a review comment, on the screen task bar, click Edit. Click OK 
when complete. 

4. To change the status, on the voucher line, select the desired action: Approve, 
Deny, or Pending. 

5. Click Finalize Selection. 

Result 

You have updated the voucher status based on the action taken in step 4. Approved 
and Denied vouchers are removed from the list of vouchers on hold. 
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Manually paying a voucher 

 

Select for Payment - Manual screen 

To select a vendor voucher for payment: 

1. Navigate to the Select for Payment - Manual [S1809] screen. 

2. Select the desired Bank, Account, Vendor, and Voucher. 

3. Enter the desired information.  

4. Click Finalize Selection. 

Result 

You have assigned a payment type, amount, and date to this voucher. The payment 
needs to be approved. 

Notes 

• To select and pay more than one voucher at a time, use Select for Payment - 
Automatic [S1548].  
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Approving payments to vendors 

 

Approve for Payment screen 

To approve vendor voucher payments: 

1. Navigate to the Approve for Payment [S1549] screen. 

2. Select the desired Bank, Account, and Payment Method. 

3. On the desired vendor vouchers, toggle the Select column to Yes.  

4. Click Finalize Payment. 

Result 

You have approved the selected voucher payments. 
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Accounts Receivable in OnRamp 
OnRamp's financial module includes functionality to help track your accounts receivable, 
via invoicing, customer statements, and cash receipts. 

Certain processes will automatically create invoices, such as shipping, which most 
manually processed invoices are for uncommon actions, such as a memo invoice for 
tooling. Invoicing can be reviewed on multiple screens and reports, such as Invoice 
History by Customer [S1607] or Customer Invoices by POs [R1216]. 

Statements are generated and can be viewed or sent to customers on screens such as 
Customer Account Activity [S1278]. 

Cash receipts are generated one a payment is received from a customer and are 
reviewed on screens such as Customer Receipt Maintenance [S1056] or PO Receipt 
Summary [R4176]. 

Invoices 

There are four types of invoices you can generate in OnRamp: 

• Customer Invoices 

• Customs Invoices 

• Memo Invoices 

• Consignment Invoices 

Customer Invoice 

Customer invoices are invoices that are sent to the customer for product shipped and 
are automatically created by OnRamp when you finalize a shipment on Customer 
Shipments [S2648]. 

Customs Invoices 

Customs invoices are invoices that are used to report the contents of a shipment to 
customs during international shipping. These invoices are automatically created by 
OnRamp when you finalize a shipment on Customer Shipments [S2648]. 

Memo Invoices 

A memo invoice is used to issue an internal or external charge or credit. It will detail the 
reason and amount issued for miscellaneous business costs that did not require an 
inventory transaction. 
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When to issue a Memo invoice: 

• Rework charges 

• Non-inventory related freight charges 

• Customer owned tooling 

• Issuing a credit for a pricing difference 

Consignment Invoices 

A consignment invoice is generated to invoice goods being sent to an external party, 
which is responsible for selling those goods, or returning them to your company if they 
are not sold. 

Customer Statements 

A customer statement is a document that details how much the customer owes, or is 
owed, based on invoices created and cash received. 

Cash Receipts 

Cash receipts are a record of payments in cash, cheque, or credit, from the customer to 
your company for goods or services provided. 
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Adding charges to invoices 

 

Invoice Queue Management screen 

To add changes to an existing customer invoice: 

1. Navigate to Invoice Queue Management [S2654] 

2. Select the desired record. 

3. Select the Queued Items frame. 

4. In the screen task bar, click Add. 

5. Enter the desired information.  

6. Click OK. 

Result 

The extra charges will be invoiced to the customer.  

Notes 

• This adds charges to an invoice, not to a shipment. 

• To only view sales order detail lines on the sales order, on Show Only Queued, click 
No.  

• Extra charges are not included in the selling price of the part and will be excluded 
from the margin of the part sold:  

• To include the charges in the overall margin, select the desired sales GL account. 

• To include the charges as a reduction in expense, select the desired expense GL 
account. 

file:///C:/Users/paulh/Desktop/ORS/Content/Main/Financial/Accounts/p_Add_Invoice_Charges.htm#top
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Reviewing customer invoices 

 

Customer Invoice screen 

To review customer invoices: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Invoice [S1554] screen. 

2. Select the desired Customer and Invoice Number. 

Result 

You have opened the invoice record. The total taxes for the invoice will displayed on the 
Taxes field. 

Notes 

• The Customer Invoice Inquiry frame displays the total amount of taxes charged on 
the invoice.  

• To view the amount of taxes charged for a detail item for the invoice, select the item 
on the Customer Invoice Detail frame and click the Taxes button. This opens the 
Tax Inquiry [S2041] screen which displays a record of the tax charged for the 
selected invoice detail. item. 

• To view a list of invoices for a date range, use the Voucher Tax Report [S2533] 
screen. 
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Emailing customer statements 

 

Customer Account Activity screen 

To email a customer statement: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Account Activity [S1278] screen. 

2. Select the desired Customer. 

3. Click Recreate. 

4. Click Email. 

Result 

You have created a customer statement and emailed it to the customer. 

Notes 

• A customer contact must be set up to receive direct email statements on the 
Customer Contacts [S1255] screen. 
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Adding customer receipts 

 

Customer Receipt Maintenance screen 

Step 1 - Create Receipt:  

1. Navigate to the Customer Receipt Maintenance [S1056] screen. 

2. Select the desired Customer. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information.  

5. Click OK. 

Step 2 - Attach Open Invoices: 

1. On Customer Receipt Maintenance, select the customer and the receipt. 

2. Click on the Customer Receipt Detail frame. 

3. Click Show Open Invoices. 

Note: To attach a non-AR or unapplied invoice, click Add.  

4. On Select Open Customer Invoice [S1570], toggle the Select column to X to 
select the receipt. 

5. Click Add to Receipt. 

6. On Customer Receipt Maintenance, click Finalize. 

Note: To add a comment, select the invoice and click Edit. 
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Result 

You have attached an invoice to the receipt and finalized the receipt. 

Notes 

• If a customer has underpaid or overpaid an invoice, use Customer Receipt Details 
by Invoice [S1810] to add comments and documents for each invoice line item. 

• To add documentation to a customer receipt after it has been finalized, use 
Customer Receipt Document [S2141]. 
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Finalizing receipt deposits 

 

Bank Deposit Form screen 

To finalize a bank deposit: 

1. Navigate to the Bank Deposit Form [S1585] screen. 

2. Select the Bank and Account. 

3. Select the Deposit Date. 

4. In the Select column, toggle the value to Yes for the receipts that will be 
deposited. 

5. Click Finalize. 

Result 

You have finalized the bank deposit. 

Notes 

• Click Select All to select all the receipts. 

• To finalize the deposits with a printed bank slip, click Finalize and Make Deposit 
Slip. The deposit slip appears separately and displays all the cheques and their 
values. 

• To print the bank deposit slip, double click on the Deposit Slip PDF field and print the 
bank slip from your PDF viewer. 
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What you learned 
With the completion of this section along with the practice exercises, you should be 
ready to: 

• process a vendor invoice 

• process a vendor payment 

• process a customer invoice 

• process a cash receipt 

• deposit the payment 

Practice exercises on page 128. 
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Shortcut keys 

The following shortcut keys enable you to navigate OnRamp without the use of the 
mouse: 

Shortcut Command Used Description 

Ctrl + G Go To Anywhere Opens the Go To Screen pop-up window. Entering the screen 
number will launch that screen and make it active. 

Ctrl + A Add On a screen Adds a record to the active screen. 

Ctrl + E Edit On a screen Edits the current record on the active screen. 

Ctrl + D Delete On a screen Deletes the current record on the active screen. 

Ctrl + B Browse On a screen Switches to browse mode on the active screen. 
Note: This is the default mode when you activate a screen. 

 Ctrl + S or 
Ctrl + Enter  

Save On a screen Saves the current record on the active screen. 

Esc  Cancel On a screen Undoes changes made to the current record on the active 
screen. 
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Glossary 

A 

ASN 
An advance ship notice, or ASN, is a notification of pending deliveries, similar to a packing list. It is 
usually sent in an electronic format and is a common EDI document. 

B 

Backflush 
Backflush accounting is a product costing approach, used in a Just-In-Time (JIT) operating 
environment, in which costing is delayed until goods are finished. Backflush accounting delays the 
recording of costs until after the events have taken place, then standard costs are used to work 
backwards to 'flush' out the manufacturing costs. 

Blanket Purchase Order 
A blanket purchase order, or blanket PO, is a purchase order that is placed with a vendor to set up 
multiple delivery dates over a period of time. This is usually done to take advantage of predetermined 
pricing and is normally used when there is a recurring need for the purchased goods. 

BOM 
A bill of material, or BOM, is a list of parts required to build another part. 

C 

COBRA 
The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (or COBRA) is a law passed by the 
U.S. Congress on a reconciliation basis that, among other things, mandates an insurance program 
which gives some employees the ability to continue health insurance coverage after leaving 
employment. 

D 

DAQ 
The data acquisition queue quantity. 

DCP 
Detailed Capacity Planning, or DCP, is a capacity and manpower forecasting tool in OnRamp. 

E 

ECN 
An Engineering Change Notice, or ECN, is a document authorizing and recording design changes 
throughout the prototyping and life-cycle phases of a product. ECN documentation contains the 
justification for changes made to a component or system once the initial design is complete. 

EDI 
Electronic Data Interchange, or EDI, is the electronic interchange of business information using a 
standardized format; a process which allows one company to send information to another company 
electronically rather than with paper. 

EEO 
Equal Employment Opportunity, or EEO, is a US federal initiative that makes it illegal to discriminate 
against a job applicant or an employee because of the person's race, color, religion, sex (including 
pregnancy, gender identity, and sexual orientation), national origin, age (40 or older), disability or 
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genetic information.  To ensure that employers are not discriminating, an employer must report on the 
job category and ethnicity for all their employees for any company with more than 15 employees via 
the EEO-1 form. 

EOQ 
The economic order quantity, or EOQ, is the optimum quantity of goods to be purchased at one time in 
order to minimize the annual total costs of ordering and carrying or holding items in inventory. EOQ is 
also referred to as the optimum lot size. 

ERP 
ERP or Enterprise Resource Planner is a software suite used to help you better manage your 
enterprise resources. 

F 

Frequency 
Frequency is how often a scenario occurs: daily, weekly, etc. 

G 

Gage R&R 
Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility (Gage R & R) defines the amount of variation in a 
measurement. This is then compared to the total variability observed, defining the capability of the 
measurement system. 

I 

Incoterms 
Incoterms are pre-defined commercial terms published by the International Chamber of Commerce 
and widely used in international commercial transactions. 

K 

Kanban 
Kanban is a scheduling system for lean manufacturing and just-in-time manufacturing (JIT). 

L 

Lead Time 
A lead time is the latency between the initiation and execution of a process. For example, the lead 
time between the placement of an order and delivery of a new car from a manufacturer may be 
anywhere from 2 weeks to 6 months. 

LOH 
Labour/ Overhead 

M 

MDR 
Material Deficiency Reports, or MDR, are reports filled out to describe item issues that are returned to 
you, or by you to a vendor. 

MRP 
Material requirements planning (MRP) is a production planning, scheduling, and inventory control 
system used to manage manufacturing processes. 
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MTR 
Material Test Reports or Mill test report (MTR) certifies that the chemical analysis and mechanical 
properties are in conformance with the specified specification. An MTR certifies a material’s 
compliance with the standard specification such as ASME Section II Part A and B or ASTM. 

N 

NCR 
A non-conformance report, or NCR, is a report created by a work center operator or inspector that has 
detected an issue with the quality of a part that requires further action be taken to resolve the issue. 
NCRs are created after a defect has been found with purchased parts or due to manufacturing. 

Nesting 
Nesting is the process of efficiently cutting parts from a flat piece of raw material in an arrangement 
that achieves the best possible material utilization, which minimizes waste. 

O 

OEE 
Overall equipment effectiveness, or OEE, is a measure of how well a manufacturing operation is 
utilized compared to its full potential, during the periods when it is scheduled to run. It identifies the 
percentage of manufacturing time that is truly productive. An OEE of 100% means that only good 
parts are produced, at the maximum speed, and without interruption. 

P 

Pareto Analysis 
Pareto analysis is a technique used to determine the best course of action where many possible 
courses of action are likely. The QA team estimates the benefit delivered by each action, then selects 
most effective actions that deliver a total benefit reasonably close to the maximal possible one. 

Phantom 
Phantom BOMs, or phantom assemblies, are groups of materials and sub assemblies for a top level 
finished good. When modeling phantom BOMs, the entire bill of materials is picked and built 
regardless of the complexity of the sub assemblies within that BOM. Instead of dealing with internal 
sub orders for each sub assembly for top level BOMs, the phantom BOM disregards the sequential 
sub assemblies for a top level BOM and spreads out all materials for that order onto one level. The 
material requirements for a phantom assembly would include all components of its subassemblies. By 
spreading out all materials of a complex work order onto one level, you allow a more structured 
organization of the bill of materials, without adding a list of sub orders. 

PM 
Preventative Maintenance 

PO 
Purchase Order 

PPAP 
Production Part Approval Process, or PPAP, is used to establish confidence in vendor production 
processes. To do this, the PPAP: - Ensures vendor parts meets QA requirements - Ensures the 
vendor understands requirements - Shows that the vendor can consistently meet production 
requirements 

PPM 
Parts per million 

Probability 
Probability is the odds of it occurring: frequent (80%) or rare (20%). 
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Q 

QA 
Quality assurance (QA) is a way of preventing mistakes and defects in manufactured products and 
avoiding problems when delivering products or services to customers. It is part of the quality 
management process and focuses on providing confidence that quality requirements will be fulfilled. 

R 

Reconciliation 
In accounting, reconciliation is the process of ensuring that two sets of records are in agreement. 
Reconciliation is used to ensure that the money leaving an account matches the actual money spent. 
This is done by making sure the balances match at the end of a particular accounting period. 

RGA 
Return of Goods Authorization 

RMA 
A return material authorization, or RMA, is a part of the process of returning a product to receive a 
refund, replacement, or repair during the product's warranty period. 

RTV 
Return to Vendor 

S 

SOQ 
Standard Order Quantity 

SPC 
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is an industry-standard methodology for measuring and controlling 
quality during the manufacturing process. Quality data in the form of Product or Process 
measurements are obtained in real-time during manufacturing. ... With real-time SPC you can: 
Dramatically reduce variability and scrap. 

Standard Costs 
Standard Costs are the assigned expected costs that all transactions within the system will use. 

SWIFT 
SWIFT code stands for Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication code. A SWIFT 
code, or SWIFT number, is a standard format for Business Identifier Codes (BIC). It’s used to identify 
banks and financial institutions globally. It says who and where they are. It is a type of international 
bank code or ID. 

W 

WIP 
Work in Progress 
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Getting Started Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Sign in 

On your workstation, sign into your OnRamp ERP environment. 

Exercise 2 - Update User Options 

In OnRamp, open your User Options and Preferences and update the following fields: 

• Full Name 

• Employee Id 

• Email 

Exercise 3 - Add a folder to favorites 

Navigate to the Favorites tab and add a folder labeled: Training Favorites 

Exercise 4 - Add screens and reports to your favorites 

From the main menu add the following screens to your new favorites folder: 

• Part Master 

• Bill of Material Master 

• Routing Detail 

• Work Center Master 

• Routing Report 

  

Setup Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Set up a Work Center 

With help from your trainer, add a work center on the Work Center Master screen to your 
OnRamp environment. 

Exercise 2 - Purchased Part 

Continue practicing with OnRamp while setting up your OnRamp environment by setting 
up one of your purchased parts. 

Exercise 3 - Manufactured Part 

Finally, add a manufactured part. Don't forget to add the bill of material and routing detail 
on the Bill of Material Master and the Routing Detail screens, respectively. 
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Sales and Planning Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Create a Customer Purchase Order 

Create a customer purchase order in your OnRamp environment. 

Exercise 2 - Create a Sales Order 

Create a sales order based on the purchase order information. 

Exercise 3 - Run MRP 

With the sales order added, run the MRP. 

 

Purchasing Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Review MRP 

As the planner, review and approve the suggested MRP orders. 

Exercise 2 - Create a Purchase Order 

Create a scheduled purchase order to your vendor in OnRamp. 

 

Work Order Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Review MRP 

As the planner, review and approve the suggested MRP orders. 

Exercise 2 - Release Work Order 

Create a work order based on the MRP suggested order information. 

Exercise 3 - Receive Work Order 

Receive and inspect the new work order. 

 

Receiving Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Receive Released Orders 

As the shop floor worker, receive a purchase order and a work order. 

Exercise 2 - Inspect Purchase Order 

Inspect a purchase order. 

Exercise 3 - Report on Work Order 

Inspect and report on the work order. 
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Shipping Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Complete the Online Inspection  

In OnRamp, review the online inspection portion of the work order and approve the 
inspection. 

Exercise 2 - Fulfill the customer shipment 

Using the Customer Shipments screen, fulfill the customer shipment. 

 

Financial Processes Practice Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Review Bill of Lading 

Review the customer bill of lading to ensure all the required items are listed. 

Exercise 2 - Create an Invoice 

Add an invoice to process the customer shipment. 

Exercise 3 - Create a Cash Receipt 

Pay off the invoice with a customer receipt. 

Exercise 4 - Create a Deposit 

Finally, deposit the payment into the bank. 


